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Chair’s Introduction

Welcome to Swan Group’s
annual report and accounts. I am
particularly delighted to introduce
this year’s annual report as it
highlights the new Corporate
Strategy that the Board, together
with Swan’s Executive Team, staff
and customers, have been working to develop over the
last 12 months.
It’s an ambitious strategy which has a simple ethos
– “Together, we can deliver more”. We are
committed to working with our partners to combine
assets, resources and expertise, in order to achieve the
greatest outcomes. This partnership working has always
underpinned our approach and now, more so than ever,
we recognise that working together enables us to deliver
our social purpose.
This strategy will guide the Swan Group through the next
five years to 2022 and will prepare us to achieve our
exciting and ambitious vision for the following five years
to 2027. Our vision is that by 2027 we will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generate turnover of at least £200m
Generate 60% of that turnover through our
commercial activities
Generate £250m of gift aid to reinvest in services
and affordable housing
Offer a private rented sector product
Have secured three large scale regeneration
schemes
Have an additional 10,000 homes

Our ability to deliver this ambitious new corporate
strategy of course depends on our people. I am pleased
to report that they have both helped develop this
strategy and also embraced the new values that we have
introduced to ensure they can contribute to our success.

scheme which will include a new High Street with shops,
commercial space and a Swan head office, as well as
over 200 new homes. Planning was also obtained this
year for the final phases of our £100m regeneration of
the Craylands Estate in Basildon, known as Beechwood.
The regeneration will be completed using modular
housing, built off-site in Swan’s own factory. Our factory
will deliver over 500 homes for Beechwood and will be
rolled out, where appropriate, across our development
and regeneration pipeline – demonstrating our innovative
approach to tackling housing need.
A further bond issue, securing Housing Zone Funding
from the Greater London Authority (GLA) and income
generated from our development activity, is ensuring
that we have funding in place to deliver more. To date,
our commercial activities have generated profits of over
£59.5m to help deliver our social purpose.
Our G1 governance rating was retained and we are
comfortable that our V2 rating reflects Swan’s decision to
develop more within an acceptable capacity. As a Board
we are confident that we have the right governance and
financial strength in place to deliver both our ambitious
development programme and our social purpose.
Our customers remain at the heart of what we do and the
strategy makes it clear that, as well as maintaining quality
services for them, we need to evolve our online offer to
give our customers the range of services they need in an
increasingly digital world.
Throughout this report, we have highlighted the many
award and accreditation successes we have achieved
this year. This external recognition of our work helps us
“Tell Our Story” which is fundamental to the success of
our strategy. Stories of our successes will encourage
partners and stakeholders to work with us in the coming
years, so that we can, together, deliver more.

These are:
•
•
•
•

I am innovative
I am enterprising
I want to make a difference
I believe in our social purpose

This year, we have really begun to see the benefits of
the focus our People Strategy introduced in 2014. We
reached number 34 in the Sunday Times Top 100 UK
Best Not for Profit Companies to work for and achieved
both Investors in People Gold Status and accreditation
from the Housing Diversity Network. We are confident
that these achievements will both help us retain and
recruit the best staff to deliver our new strategy.

Valerie Owen OBE Chair - Swan Housing Association

Our regeneration programme continues to demonstrate
the scope of our ambition. Last year we reported we
had bought the Laindon Shopping Centre, I am now
delighted to confirm we have planning permission for a
5
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Group Consolidated Highlights - 5 Year Summary

Income and expenditure

2015

2014

2013

£m

2016
(restated, see
note 28)
£m

£m

£m

£m

101.6

109.9

82.3

89.5

104.8

Turnover on general needs
housing

50.5

48.7

45.7

42.5

40.5

Surplus/(deficit) before tax

8.2

10.8

(37.0)

6.2

15.0

Net interest payable

16.2

15.7

15.5

15.7

15.9

Balance sheet

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

690.2

703.7

685.3

624.0

623.2

Investment in new housing

16.3

18.1

45.0

32.7

21.6

Total expenditure on repairs
and improvements

9.4

9.4

8.3

7.6

6.9

Grants received

0.8

3.7

11.7

7.9

7.1

Bank borrowings (excluding
fair value adjustments)

230.5

284.3

309.3

451.5

483.3

Bond

210.0

150.0

150.0

-

-

Accommodation (units)

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Total social housing stock
owned

9,802

9,876

9,599

9,593

9,483

Total social housing stock
owned and managed

11,293

11,396

11,125

11,124

11,018

KPI data

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Interest cover

232%

220%

181%

158%

161%

Net debt per unit (£)

44,591

47,782

51,418

46,394

48,510

General needs tenants arrears
as % of rent due

2.37%

2.48%

2.59%

2.23%

2.77%

13.6

14.5

17.1

15.4

14.0

98.9%

98.5%

98.2%

98.9%

98.8%

Turnover

Tangible fixed assets housing

Void turnaround (days)
% of all repairs completed on
time
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Chair’s Introduction
Strategic
Report
Principal Activities

Business and Financial Review

Swan has been delivering more homes for almost a
quarter of a century, growing from 2,000 homes in 1994
to owning and managing over 11,000 in 2016/17. We
provide general needs housing services, services to our
leaseholders, NHS keyworker accommodation, supported
housing accommodation and care. We also offer new
build houses and apartments for sale in developments
across East London and Essex and manage properties
on behalf of other housing providers. We invest in our
communities and carry out large scale regeneration
activities to develop sustainable communities.

The Board is pleased to report a surplus before tax of
£8.2m for the year (2016 restated: £10.8m). This includes
another significant contribution from our commercial
activities which delivered a profit of £4.5m (2016
restated: £10.5m) before tax. Turnover at £101.6m (2016:
£109.9m) was in line with expectations. The variance
year on year is attributable to the decrease in private
residential homes sales.
Group reserves increased to £211.8m (2016 restated:
£202.2m) and our balance sheet remains strong. Interest
cover and net debt per unit, our key loan covenants,
continue to meet our lenders’ requirements.
We continue to perform in the upper quartile when
benchmarked against our peers in terms of void
turnaround which has improved to 13.6 days (2016: 14.5
days). Current tenant arrears have also improved in the
year to 2.37% (2016: 2.48%).

7
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Regeneration
Swan Executives, Advisors and Bankers
Community Space
Transformation
Together delivering more Homes
Innovation
Services
Social Purpose
Demand for homes in Essex and East London where we
operate continues to outstrip supply. That’s why, at Swan,
we are committed to growing to over 20,000 homes by
2027 and providing a range of homes, across a variety
of tenures, to make a significant contribution to the
Government’s housing delivery targets.
This year we completed 121 homes including 67 homes
to complete our regeneration at Oldchurch Park in
Romford, Essex, 53 homes at Beechwood in Basildon,
Essex and the final unit at Bellevue in Bow Cross.
Completions were lower this year than last, but this is a
reflection of where we are in our development cycle. We
have a secured development programme of 3,500 homes
with 490 homes expected to complete in 2018/19.

London Borough of Havering’s wholly owned housing
company that aims to provide private rental homes for
young people and families. Mercury has appointed us
to manage these properties on its behalf. We have
also been appointed by Gloriana, Thurrock’s housing
development company and continue to manage property
for Red Door Ventures, Newham’s housing company.
We understand the challenges to delivering more homes
and our response has been to look for innovative ways
to increase supply. Our new factory in Basildon will
use precision engineering to build high-quality modular
homes from cross laminated timber. The building of over
500 of these modular homes will complete Swan’s £100m
regeneration of Craylands in Basildon, Essex.

At Oldchurch Park, the final block of one, two and three
bedroom homes was sold to Mercury Land Holdings, the

8
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Report
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John Synnuck, Swan’s Chief Executive, said:

“

At Swan we understand the desperate need for quality new homes. We believe
that off-site construction methods will enable us to deliver these much
needed homes quickly, designed to a high specification and with reduced
impact on both local residents and the environment. We are excited to be
early adopters in the UK of this new way of working and to be continuing our
long term investment in Basildon

“

£59.5m
We have now built over 800 homes through our in-house
contractor and have generated £59.5m of profit from
our commercial activities which has been reinvested in
affordable housing.

9

By using our own in-house construction team we are
able to be more flexible in our approach and generate
significant savings. We also continue to promote the
positive aspects of construction. Again this year, we
promoted the “Ivor Goodsite” Considerate Contractor’s
Scheme schools programme, speaking to over 170
children at Crowlands Primary School in Romford, about
staying safe around building sites.
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Homes
Swan Executives, Advisors and Bankers
Community Space
Transformation
Together delivering more Regeneration
Innovation
Services
Social Purpose
Swan has a long history of bringing about regeneration
and we continue to work with our partners, the Greater
London Authority (GLA) and Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA) on some of the largest regeneration
projects in the South East. Our programme was “Highly
Commended” at the national UKHA awards this year
in recognition of both its ambition and the innovation
inherent within it and we were awarded silver in the
“Housing Association of the Year” category at the What
House Awards.

10

Our in-house construction team are now building
the majority of our projects including our landmark
regeneration of Cambridge Road, Barking which will
see four interlinked cylindrical towers, the tallest at 24
storeys, delivering 290 homes. By delivering in-house
we have been able to deliver significant cost reductions.
Furthermore, we were successful in securing £29m of
GLA Housing Zone funding for the project which is being
delivered in partnership with the London Borough of
Barking and Dagenham. Our innovation has already been
recognised and Cambridge Road won Best Scheme in
Planning at the National Housing Awards 2016.
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Our new Corporate Strategy challenges us to secure
another large scale regeneration project. Projects like
our £300m regeneration at Blackwall Reach, where
Phase 1b is now onsite. This phase will see 242 homes
delivered over three towers, new retail and leisure space
and a new public square. We were delighted to welcome
James Murray, the Deputy Mayor for Housing and
Residential Property at the GLA and the Mayor of Tower
Hamlets, John Biggs, to the ground breaking event to
celebrate our start on site.
By 2024, this regeneration project, delivered in
partnership with the London Borough of Tower Hamlets
and the Mayor of London, will provide over 1,500 homes
(of which over 50% will be affordable), commercial
premises and an improved public realm. Residents have
already moved into the 98 homes delivered in Phase
1a which included “The Reach”, a new multi-purpose
community facility, a new Swan office, extended school
and a replacement mosque.

11

Throughout 2016/17 the innovation taking place at
Beechwood in Basildon; featuring custom build modular
housing, and the quality of our design led approach,
epitomised by the regeneration of Cambridge Road
Barking, have meant that Swan Group has regularly
featured in both the architectural and housing press;
including RIBA, Inside Housing and Estates Gazette.
We have also been asked to provide speakers at a wide
range of events and conferences. We are delighted to be
able to make a positive contribution to raising the profile
of both construction and regeneration and will look to
continue this work to “tell our story” in 2017/18.
The image of construction is also challenged by our own
Development and Regeneration team on a daily basis.
We were delighted when two of our staff were finalists in
the prestigious Women in Construction Awards this year.
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Case Study: Time for Change at Laindon
In February 2017, Swan’s regeneration plans for the
dilapidated 1960s Laindon Shopping Centre were
unanimously approved by Basildon Council. These plans
will see us deliver a retail led scheme which will provide a
new High Street with retail and commercial space, a new
Swan head office, a new health centre and 224 homes.
From the moment we bought the failing centre in May
2015, our aim was to win community support and instil

Swan’s ‘Time for Change’ campaign generated over
40 pieces of media coverage, radio and television
interviews and helped gather almost 600 expressions
of support through canvassing and a dedicated website

12

confidence that Swan would finally bring about this longawaited regeneration.
Engagement with the local media and local people meant
that, throughout the 22 months our regeneration team
were developing viable plans; local stakeholders not only
had a chance to have their say but were reassured that it
really was “time for change” as these infographics show.

www.laindonfutures.co.uk. When we issued our video
showing the new scheme on social media, after receiving
planning, it was viewed over 33,000 times in seven days,
reaching over 85,000 people.
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FOR
AT
CHANGE LAINDON

IT’S
TIME
POSTER 2 LAINDON.indd 1

POSTER 1 LAINDON vers 2.indd 1

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR
A NEW HIGH STREET WITH
SHOPS, OFFICES, A NEW
HEALTH CENTRE AND NEW
HOMES.
POSTER 4 LAINDON version 2.indd 1
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Swan Executives, Advisors and Bankers
Community Space
Transformation
Together delivering more Services
Innovation
Services
Social Purpose
Customer Service continues to be fundamental to our
new Corporate Strategy, which recognises that today our
customer base has evolved to include:

extremely low void turn-around times – just 13.6 days,
enabling us to get more people into their new Swan
home, more quickly this year.

People who live and work in the communities we
serve including residents, potential residents,
private landlords, service users and clients.

Collection of rental income is a key activity and this year
we have worked with our residents to ensure we continue
to have low levels of arrears, completing the year with
2.37% arrears against our target of 2.6%. Our staff
have worked flexibly this year again to ensure that they
can support residents around their working and other
commitments.

Our customers are at the heart of everything that we do.
Our strategy makes it clear that where we deliver good
services we must continue to do so. Where our services
could be improved we will work hard to improve them. We
recognise that, to improve customer service, we will need
to also make our services more accessible, including
moving appropriate internal and external services online.
This is challenging and rightly so. This year we have
already had success in improving customer satisfaction,
most notably satisfaction with last repair, which has
increased to 92%, building on the success of the repairs
service review highlighted in last year’s report. We
also completed 99% of repairs on target and 98% of
appointments were made and kept. 84% of residents are
satisfied with our overall service and we have seen a fall
in the number of complaints this year.
We completed two service reviews this year including a
further repairs service review which has led to important
changes in our appointment times for repairs, to ensure
customers have the flexibility they need. A second
review, in this case of our Estates Services Team, has
resulted in that team being able to work more efficiently,
delivering more services to customers without increasing
headcount.
Our strategic partnership with Axis, who deliver our
repairs and maintenance service, continues to deliver
a high level of service – for the fourth year running
for example, we were able to work together with our
customers and Axis to ensure 100% Gas Safety
Compliance. Excellent partnership working between
our staff and Axis has continued to ensure we have
14

Partnership working has remained a priority and a new
weekly co-location agreement with Jobcentre Plus,
Citizens Advice Bureau and Housing Benefit has resulted
in a new one stop shop for residents in Basildon and
helped us to support residents.
Welfare Reform continues to be rolled out and again this
year our two Welfare Reform Officers and two Benefit
Officers worked tirelessly to support both residents and
staff. They helped residents to obtain 521 Discretionary
Housing Payments totalling £298,749 and supported 104
households in receipt of Universal Credit. They quickly
responded to advise 76 households affected by the new
lower Benefit Cap which was introduced in November
2016. The team have ensured that all staff are able
to engage with residents on Welfare Benefit changes
whenever and wherever they come into contact with
affected residents.

Our Welfare Benefits team supported
521 successful Discretionary Housing
Benefit claims totalling £298,749
We continue to work closely with all our Borough
partners and stakeholders to deliver a variety of projects
and have been recognised for our continued commitment
to resident engagement and community development.
This year saw the launch of two new community facilities,
The Beech at Beechwood in Basildon, Essex and The
Swan Housing Association Limited Annual Report 2017
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Reach at Blackwall Reach in the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets.

exercise classes, to youth clubs, book groups and afterschool activities, helping deliver Swan’s mission to create
“exemplary communities”.

Both facilities are already being used to deliver a range
of community activities, from health, well-being and

The

Reach

community hub
15
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We continue to actively seek external
accreditation where it will both
improve services for our customers
and make Swan a better place for
staff to work. This year we were
delighted to have again retained
our Customer Service Excellence
Accreditation, with two compliance
plus passes – the first, for how we
improve our service through customer consultation and
the second, for how we use customer insight to inform
policy and strategy.
This year, we also achieved
Housing Diversity Network
Accreditation for the first time,
achieving five distinctions for good
practice, including one for our
organisational culture where staff
were found to be engaged and feel supported and valued
and another for the way our Diversity Days bring together
staff and residents.
We are also delighted that our
Foyer’s Team, our Estate Services
and our Communications Teams
have been shortlisted in the
national Housing Heroes awards
for frontline team of the year.

16
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Social Purpose
We have continued to deliver a range of support services
this year. We were delighted to be awarded the contract
for Heather Court, a supported accommodation facility
for young people aged 16-25 in Havering. This builds
on the success that we already have achieved with our
existing young person and mother and baby foyers.

The team at the Foyer, who have been shortlisted in
the Housing Heroes Awards this year, for their fantastic
work, supported the young people living in our schemes
to deliver a wide range of projects including the return of
the successful Ford Art Project. Stephen Metcalfe MP
visited Swan House to meet those involved and was so
impressed by the young people he met, he arranged for
them to visit the Houses of Parliament, so they could
learn more about how our political system works.

17
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Innovation
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This year we delivered a range of projects to encourage
residents across our schemes to use the outside space.
Gardens were refurbished as part of a Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative by our grounds
maintenance contractor, Natural Elements working with
scheme staff and volunteers.
At Swan, we are clear that, looking forward, our social
purpose will continue to underpin everything that we do.
Delivering our social purpose means continuing to deliver
homes and services to those who need them. We use
our commercial activities to help fund our social purpose,
to date our commercial activities have generated profits
of £59.5m which have been reinvested in homes and
services.
Examples of how we have delivered our social purpose
from this year include:
We continue to offer resident
training with residents taking
part in a range of courses
designed to both enhance
residents’ skills to enable them
to better scrutinise our services
and to offer them wider life skills.

We sponsored both the Mayor’s
Show and the Summer Night
Lights events in Newham and
the Summer Night Lights events
in Tower Hamlets and Basildon,
supporting community cohesion.

Living our social purpose also
includes us taking a sustainable
approach to all our activity. This
year we were delighted to retain
our Gold SHIFT accreditation,
one of only six Housing
Associations to achieve this
level of accreditation. This
award is assessed against more
than 50 environmental criteria
including CO2 emissions,
water use, waste and resident
engagement. We held another
successful Green Week this year, which included a
very popular presentation on building in timber and the
associated environmental benefits.

We sponsored the Basildon
Borough Council Volunteer
Awards this year and supported
the Tower Hamlets’ STAR
in the Community Awards.
Both celebrate the impact
involved residents make on
their communities and Swan
residents were recognised at
both events.

18
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Case Study: Swanfest 2016
“Swanfest”, held at Barleylands Farm in Essex, enabled
us to engage directly with over 300 residents, gathering
valuable feedback which we have used to develop and
enhance our services. For many this was the first time
they had spoken to us about services.
Staff had a great time meeting so many residents and our
partners (including Basildon Hate Crime Panel, Dementia
Friends, Essex Pride, Changing Pathways (Women’s Aid),
Only Cowards Carry Weapons and Let’s Get Cooking
(Children’s Food Trust)), told us:

Swanfest shows that, when you take an innovative
approach, it’s possible to pass on serious messages in a
fun environment.
We got some great outcomes including residents being
referred for medical treatment and signing up to our
training programme. However, we also started a very
big conversation and, with a lot of extra likes on our
Facebook page from the event, it’s a conversation that’s
going to keep on going!

Swanfest was the most innovative
community engagement event they
had ever attended!

Key Info
Over 300 residents attended

i

96% residents found the day
useful & informative
16 partners took an active part
on the day
22 health checks completed
on the spot
1,000+ people reached
through social media

19
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Our new Corporate Strategy makes clear our ambition to
recruit and retain the best people to deliver our plans. To
do this we need to make Swan a great place to work and
we are delighted that we are already seeing the benefits
of the focus on our people delivered through our People
Strategy.
Our People Strategy challenged us to achieve IIP Gold
Accreditation by 2018/19 however, we were able to
achieve this in July 2016, only two years after achieving
Bronze Status. It also targeted us to achieve The Sunday
Times Top 100 Best Not for Profit Status, which we
achieved for the first time in 2016. This year we were
delighted to jump a further 29 places to be ranked as the
34th Best Not for Profit Company to work for in the UK.
It was clear from the results of The Sunday Times
Top 100 survey and our achieving Gold IIP status that

20

the focus on delivering Hearts and Minds training,
our Leadership Development Programme and the
engagement with staff throughout the year that we
reported in last year’s report were instrumental. Our
staff have, collectively, taken part in over 100,000
hours of staff training this year, much of it delivered to
our managers through our Leadership Development
Programme, ensuring we are able to train the leaders of
the future.
As well as continuing our consultation with staff on the
development of our new Corporate Strategy, which
included an away day attended by managers, to enable
them to influence the strategy at an early stage, we
held a fantastic staff conference to ensure that all staff
were aware of the developing strategy and could come
together to celebrate Swan’s success too.
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We were delighted to open our new London Regional
Office at Blackwall Reach and announced our
commitment to relocate our Essex based staff from our
office in Billericay to a new head office which forms a
key part of our regeneration of Laindon Shopping Centre.
Looking forward, our new Corporate Strategy challenges
us to work in a more agile way, making efficient use of
both office space and technology to make Swan a great
place to work.

“

We feel that a great place to work is one which promotes
equality and diversity and this year we held our largest
ever Diversity Day event with almost 100 people
attending including staff, residents and our repairs
partner, Axis. We were delighted to achieve Housing
Diversity Network accreditation this year with the
assessors finding an inclusive and positive organisational
culture at Swan, where staff are engaged and feel
supported and valued.
Geoff Pearce, Swan’s Executive Director of Regeneration
and Development, said:

We’re absolutely delighted with the Council’s decision to give us the green
light to start delivering the retail-led regeneration that Laindon deserves.
Today is a momentous day for Laindon and the future is looking bright for
the local area. We’ve worked tirelessly to produce plans that really can
be delivered and we’re excited to get the redevelopment work underway
hopefully by the end of this year. Our plans for Laindon are part of our
continued commitment to Basildon and we’re looking forward to investing
further in the borough in the future.

“

21
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Our new strategy recognises that by “telling our story”
to our stakeholders they will understand what we offer
and how we can help them to deliver their own plans.
We will be clear that we are commercial, enterprising
and innovative and that we believe in our social purpose.

22

Throughout this year, we have used key milestones in
our projects and activities to promote our work. This
has enabled us to engage with Ministers, MPs, Borough
Leaders, Local Councillors and stakeholders across a
range of activities:
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In addition we have provided speakers at a variety
of events including conferences, round table events,
panel discussions and seminars. Topics have included
off-site construction; housing-finance, equality and
diversity, regeneration and supported housing. We
have also ensured that we have contributed to the wider
housing supply agenda, for example contributing to the
Communities and Local Government enquiry into house
building and strategically promoted our own activity and
that of the sector.
This focus on “telling our story” has been applied across
the Group and has resulted in a significant growth in our
communications activity as highlighted in the infographic
to the right.
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Capital Structure and Treasury
Management
The Group’s treasury policy is designed to ensure there
is sufficient liquidity to meet liabilities as they fall due, that
our covenants are met, that we achieve a market return
on surplus funds and our that our future funding plans
fully support our strategic objectives.
During the year Swan New Homes secured a £50m
facility from the Greater London Authority (GLA) as part of
the Estate Regeneration fund. This is the second facility
Swan New Homes has secured for the development of
private properties with no guarantee from Swan Housing
Association. The Association’s assets are therefore
protected against the construction and development risk,
whilst benefiting in the form of gift aid from any surpluses
generated.
We continue to explore new funding opportunities to
support our commercial activities.

Facilities and Liquidity

In October 2016, S&P downgraded the association’s
credit rating by a further one notch from A+ to A, primarily
due to the Group’s exposure to private market sales and
the impact of the uncertainty created by Brexit on the
housing market in London and Essex. In January 2017
the “A” credit rating was re-affirmed by S&P.
The impact of the Brexit vote also resulted in 30 year
gilt rate falling to historically low levels and on the 8 July
2016 we issued £60m of retained 30 year bonds at a
yield of 3.33%. The proceeds of the bond were used to
refinance existing bank debt.

Interest Rate Risk Management

As at 31 March 2017 the Group had the following
committed facilities:
Source

Facility
2017
£m

Drawn
2017
£m

Facility
2016
£m

Drawn
2016
£m

RBS Loan

138

93

138

102

Lloyds
Loan

119

98

119

99

Santander
Loan

23

23

83

83

Bank
Loan
Total

280

214

340

284

Bond

250

210

250

150

Bank &
Bond
Total

530

424

590

434

RBS PFI

40

30

40

32

GLA
Loans

79

16

-

-

Total
Debt

649

471

630

466

As at 31 March 2017 the Group had £65m of bank (2016:
£56m), £40m of bond (2016: £100m) and £63m of GLA
(2016: £0m) committed undrawn facilities available for
borrowing. In line with our prudent policies on liquidity
management, these undrawn facilities meet all of the
Group’s contractually committed developments in the
coming years.
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In June 2016, following the Brexit vote, Standard & Poor’s
(S&P), the credit rating agency, cut the rating of the UK
Government by two notches from AAA to AA. As with
many Housing Associations, Swan’s credit rating benefits
from an expectation of Government support and as a
result S&P also downgraded Swan’s credit rating from
AA- (stable) to A+ (negative).

The Group borrows from three (2016: three) banks at
floating rates of interest. Interest rate swaps are used
to convert most of the floating rates into fixed or RPI
indexed rates to limit the Group’s exposure to increases
in interest rates.
The RBS PFI loan is at a floating rate with a swap that
fixes the interest rate at 6.21%.
The bond and the two GLA loans have fixed rates of
interest, and no swaps have been entered into to convert
these fixed rates into a different interest rate basis.
At 31 March 2017, 89% (2016: 74%) of debt (excluding
the GLA loans in Swan New Homes) was fixed and
11% (2016: 26%) was floating. Scenario analysis has
been run to assess the sensitivity of the floating debt to
movements in interest rates.
If the £5m of drawn Revolving Credit Facility (RCF) at the
year end is excluded from the above figures, then the mix
is 90% fixed and 10% floating.
The Group does not have any non-Sterling or exchange
rate exposures.
The charts on page 25 show the split of outstanding debt
between variable and fixed rates, and of the fixed rates, a
further breakdown by fix type including and excluding the
RCF.
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73%
11%

89%
6% 10%

Whilst the bank loans have all three of the above
covenants, the £250m bond, which was issued in March
2015 has only a gearing covenant. These are monitored
monthly and reported to the three bank lenders on a
quarterly basis. For the year ended 31 March 2017 we
were in compliance with our covenants. All four sources
of finance, three bank loans and the bond, are secured
on social housing assets.

Treasury Strategy
Variable

Fixed

Callable
RPI
< 1 year Indexed

Excluding £5m RCF

We will continue to look to deliver Value for Money
savings through prudent cash management processes
and minimising interest costs where possible and in line
with Treasury policies.

Risk Management
73%
10%

90%
6% 11%

Swan has a well-developed risk management system
and an embedded culture of risk management. Our Risk
Management Strategy clearly defines our risk appetite
and the role of the Board, Audit and Risk Committee,
Managers and Staff.
Through risk management we:
•

Variable

Fixed

Callable
RPI
< 1 year Indexed

•
•

Counterparty Risk Management
•
The Group maintains a formal counterparty policy in
respect of those institutions where surplus funds may be
deposited. Deposits are made either in call accounts,
or where the notice period is no more than two months.
In addition, the credit ratings of institutions are regularly
reviewed and form part of any investment decision.

Compliance with Loan Covenants

•
•
•

embed risk assessment and risk management
into the culture of the organisation
carry out risk assessments on all departments
and significant projects
monitor the overall impact of risks to ensure
that the overall level of risk remains within
acceptable limits
minimise losses, injury and damage and reduce
the cost of risk
ensure appropriate mitigating actions are taken
to address identified risks
review key risks at Board and Audit and Risk
Committee
review and report on the effectiveness of risk
management and our internal controls annually

The Group has three key loan covenants:
1. Interest cover which is based on EBITDA-MRI.
2. Debt per unit which is based on those units which are
owned or managed by Swan Housing Association
and generate a rental income.
3. Gearing covenant, which is based on a percentage of
the asset value.
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The Board has considered the potential impact of the
Brexit vote and believes that it has the potential to
increase the exposure and volatility of the key risks
relating to falls in property prices, government policy and
interest rates as set out below.

Key Risk:
•

•

Effective management of these risks is given a high
priority within Swan and we strive to ensure that
appropriate risk mitigations and controls are in place.

Risk Mitigation:

Significant fall in property prices or a material
slowdown in the housing market would have a
detrimental effect on our business plan due to a
reduction in the profits from the sale of new homes

•

Failure to comply with financial and other covenants
in loan documentation as a result of inaccurate
cash flow forecasting or other issues would have an
adverse effect on our business plan

•

•
•

•
•

•

Government policy with regards to availability of
capital grant may restrict development activities in
the future

•
•
•

•

Government policy with regards to the rents we can
charge or long periods of low inflation may have an
adverse effect on our business plan

•

•

Robust appraisal process and prudent assumptions
with regards to sales values
Experienced sales and marketing team
Regular options appraisals on scheme tenure mix
Well established cash flow forecasting and business
planning process
Clear understanding of loan documentation and
associated covenants
Effective scenario planning including multi-variance
analysis

Experience of developing without grant
Ability to continue development with cross subsidy
from the sale of private housing
Robust appraisal process focussed on the cash
impact of development activities
We have modelled the impact of changes in rent
levels in our business plan and we have put in place
plans which will substantially mitigate the impact of
these changes on our business plan.
Further changes to the Government’s rent policy
have been modelled in our stress testing of the
business plan

•

Significant increases in interest rates in the medium
/ long term may have an adverse effect on our business plan

•

Business planning includes sensitivity analysis to
model the impact of changes in key variables such
as interest rates in isolation and when combined
with other risks.

•

The changes to the benefits system as a result of
Welfare Reform may have an adverse effect on rent
arrears

•

Detailed action plan in place to address the impact of
Welfare Reform
Welfare Benefits advisors in post to provide support
and advice to residents
Clear understanding of the potential financial impact
of Welfare Reform

•
•

•

The failure of a strategic partner could lead to a
deterioration in service levels to residents or a delay
in the delivery of development projects

•

Ongoing monitoring and review of the performance
of strategic partners

•

The failure to deliver one of our material development schemes on time and to budget could have an
adverse effect on our business plan

•

Robust, externally validated processes and
procedures for our development activities
Business planning includes sensitivities around
increased costs and delays in delivery of material
schemes
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Value for Money
We define value for money as a focus on obtaining the best value from available resources to allow us to deliver
better services, more homes and effective communities both in terms of quantity and quality and the social value
provided.
Value for money is considered throughout our governance structure. The Board has overall responsibility for
delivering the Value for Money Strategy and ensuring its principles are applied in the delivery of services, strategic
planning and investment decisions. Residents also have a vital role to play in assessing and enhancing value for
money with customer feedback being used to identify areas for improvement.
To assist in the delivery of the Value for Money Strategy, Swan has developed a value for money framework. The
framework is split into eight key areas of activity, providing a structure for recording outcomes and testing whether the
objectives of the strategy are being met.
We understand that value for money should be delivered, assessed and evidenced in the context of meeting the
organisation’s objectives. This means that what value looks like for Swan and its customers may be different to that
of another provider. Having a proper understanding of the Corporate Strategy, purpose and priorities is essential to
maintaining a robust assessment of value for money.
Our Group structure incorporates a number of different business streams and includes commercial businesses which
allow us to maximise resources by investing profits through gift aid, supporting our corporate objectives and offering
enhanced services that might not otherwise be delivered.

maximising
return on
assets

assessing
comparative
costs and
performance

effective
procurement

managing our
finances

planning
and funding

development
and new
business

resident and
service user
involvement

Improving
services

The Value for Money story
Our value for money ‘story’ continues to improve. The organisation’s structure maximises resources available for
delivering our corporate strategy, objectives and customer priorities. Our approach to construction, procurement
and contract management allows us to keep costs down and invest in the activities that attract the greatest returns.
In addition, our performance management arrangements mean that satisfaction levels are high and we respond
quickly with service improvements. This approach has allowed us to generate £59.5m of profits to date to reinvest in
delivering our corporate strategy and we have plans in place to generate a further £50.4m over the next three years.
We have also delivered on the plans set out last year and a summary of our achievements in 2016/17 is included at
the start of each of the following sections.
Maximising the return on assets
During 2016/17 we:
•
•
•
•

refreshed our Portfolio Management Strategy and considered stock rationalisation opportunities
updated our Asset Management Strategy
maintained 100% decent homes
monitored the net present value (NPV) of housing stock

As a social housing provider, we understand that the return on housing stock is not only measured in terms of the
rental value, but also the wider benefits good quality housing brings to communities.
The Asset Management Strategy sets the course for how we will maintain and improve our existing housing stock
over the next five years. Above ensuring homes are safe and free from hazards, we remain committed to maintaining
homes to our Decent Homes PLUS standard and achieving an energy efficiency SAP rating of 71.5 for the majority of
properties by 2021.
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Measuring the ‘return on assets’ is one way of assessing the current financial performance of housing stock. At a
headline level it is calculated by dividing annual operating surplus (profit) by the total value of the assets owned.
The table below sets out the return achieved on our main stock types, all of which are in line with expectation as our
base rental income has fallen due to the rent reduction of 1% that was introduced in the Government’s July 2015
budget. Return on general needs units increased slightly between 2015/16 and 2016/17, whilst the returns from the
NHS keyworker properties fell marginally.

Return on assets
2016/17
Operating Value of Assets*
Surplus
£’000

£’000

27,987

574,473

Shared ownership

1,217

NHS keyworker

1,719

General needs

2015/16
Return on
Assets %

Operating Value of Assets*
Surplus

Return on
Assets %

£’000

£’000

4.9%

26,658

578,878

4.6%

50,861

2.4%

1,195

52,213

2.3%

47,215

3.6%

1,907

48,913

3.9%

* Value of assets based on UK GAAP including FRS102 net book value which is cost less depreciation and excluding grant received
Affordable social housing is at the core of our ongoing provision and is essential to the delivery of the corporate mission and objectives. Emphasis is placed on financial viability and ensuring that housing stock meets local need. The
Portfolio Management Strategy sets out how we will make the best future use and ensure value for money of our assets. The strategy sets out options to rationalise properties where asset groups are not found to be cost effective or
conducive to delivery of the Corporate Strategy and objectives.
The graphic below illustrates the different tenure types we manage:
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In conjunction with the return on assets calculation we use Savills’ Asset Project Evaluation Model (APEM) to
appraise our housing stock. During the year we recalculated the APEM and the average NPV remained stable at just
over £50k.
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•

assess further rationalisation opportunities
continue to monitor our portfolio NPVs and sustainability scores using the APEM model

Assessing comparative costs and performance
During 2016/17 we have:
•
•
•
•

continued to benchmark our costs and performance against other housing providers
completed a service review of the repairs appointment service
improved or sustained performance against the majority of key indicators
signed up to take part in the pilot for the sector scorecard

Comparing our cost and performance against other social housing providers is essential for setting the context
around whether value for money is being delivered or not. To do this, we participate in HouseMark’s annual core
benchmarking service. Benchmarking assists us in understanding which areas are high or low cost and what good
performance looks like. It informs the budget and target setting process and helps to determine what’s achievable.
Selecting an appropriate peer group to benchmark against is important for ensuring the outputs are relevant and as
much as is possible, comparisons are made on a like for like basis. Our standard peer group is made up of 21 similar
providers in London and the East with a stock size of between 5,000 and 15,000 properties.
The tables below set out our cost and performance over the last three years compared to this peer group:
HouseMark benchmarking quartiles
Function (Total CPP)

2015/16

2014/15

2012/13

Upper
Quartile

Median

Lower Direction
Quartile of travel

Major works and cyclical maintenance
(planned)

£903

£827

£820

£1,554

£1,951

£2,413

Responsive repairs and void work (reactive)

£515

£483

£456

£650

£781

£836

Rent arrears and collection

£168

£173

£179

£108

£140

£166

Resident involvement

£37

£43

£46

£41

£42

£57

Anti-social behaviour

£64

£62

£62

£48

£64

£74

Tenancy management

£91

£92

£92

£95

£132

£148

Lettings

£46

£47

£49

£41

£55

£66

Housing management

£406

£418

£428

£359

£440

£483

Estate services

£189

£189

£201

£146

£206

£317

Overheads as a % of turnover

9.3%

9.6%

10.5%

8.4%

9.8%

11.6%

25.6%

26.0%

29.5%

19.9%

23.5%

29.6%

Overheads as a % of direct revenue costs
Key:

Quartile 1

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Quartile 4

The area of greatest expenditure as expected is repairs and maintenance. Both planned and reactive works have the
lowest cost per property (CPP) of the peer group. As well as the age and condition of stock, the low expenditure on
responsive repairs and void works is attributable to the partnering arrangement with our contractor Axis Europe.
Investment in major works is lower than others due to the comparative age and condition of our housing stock.
Satisfaction with the overall quality of home is upper quartile and this indicates that despite lower costs, our
investment programme is being targeted correctly.
Expenditure on most functions is top quartile. Expenditure on rent arrears and collection is high compared to our
peers, due to the high level of resources we have focussed on maximising income recovery.
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HouseMark benchmarking quartiles
Performance indicator

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

Upper
Quartile

Median

Lower
Quartile

Satisfaction with complaints handling

74.0%

75.4%

74.8%

73.4%

66.3%

54.3%

Satisfaction with complaints outcome

70.0%

68.2%

67.9%

67.0%

56.9%

47.0%

3.9

4.0

4.5

6.2

8.8

10.1

Repair appointments kept

98.0%

95.91%

96.97%

98.70%

96.76%

94.40%

Repairs completed at first visit

96.5%

96.5%

97.4%

96.4%

91.4%

88.1%

Satisfaction with repairs and maintenance*

71.1%

74.3%

65.7%

80.3%

81.2%

76.4%

Satisfaction with quality of home*

84.6%

86.1%

78.8%

85.0%

79.8%

78.8%

Average days to complete repairs

Average re-let time (standard voids)

13.6

14.5

17.1

20.0

24.4

30.4

Satisfaction with ASB case handling

76.0%

71.4%

75.8%

91.6%

87.0%

66.6%

Satisfaction with ASB case outcome

74.0%

70.0%

77.0%

84.0%

74.9%

56.0%

Current tenant arrears as % of rent due

2.62%

2.82%

2.86%

1.78%

2.80%

3.55%

Former tenants arrears % of rent due

0.39%

0.36%

0.49%

0.90%

1.18%

1.55%

Satisfaction with value for money for rent*

80.4%

77.1%

71.3%

82.0%

77.6%

74.1%

Satisfaction with overall services provided*

84.3%

83.3%

74.6%

85.3%

81.2%

76.4%

Key:

Quartile 1

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Quartile 4

Direction
of travel

*STAR

When analysed alongside each other, our cost and performance position is strong. The HouseMark value for money
dashboard plots each service area in relation to its ranking within the peer group on cost and performance. Whilst
low cost and high performance is desirable, there are some functions, such as rent arrears and collection that we
believe need a greater expenditure while the roll out of Universal Credit continues.
Activities

Cost

Poor performance
High cost

Good performance
2 High cost

8

Poor performance
Low cost

7
6

1 = Responsive repairs and void works
2 = Rent arrears and collection
3 = Anti-social behaviour (no data)
4 = Major works and cyclical maintenance
5 = Lettings
6 = Tenancy management
7 = Resident involvement
8 = Estate services

5
Good performance
Low cost
1 4

Performance
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•
•
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continue to benchmark our costs and performance against other housing providers
utilise the sector scorecard to identify further areas for efficiency savings
complete service reviews for anti-social behaviour and our eviction process
maintain our performance against the majority of key indicators
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HCA unit cost analysis
In addition to HouseMark’s benchmarking service, we have continued to use the HCA’s unit cost analysis to
assess costs. The analysis is based on data submitted by housing associations as part of their annual returns
to the regulator and is set out in the table below. Our position as a low cost provider, particularly with regards to
maintenance and major repairs, is reinforced by the data. The higher headline social housing cost per unit (CPU) is
driven by ‘other’ costs and is affected by Swan’s structure and diversity.
As reported last year our ‘other’ costs include significant expenditure relating to the management of the Forest Gate
PFI contract, property management and the development of affordable, shared ownership and for sale housing.
Whilst these activities generate turnover and consume resources, they are not related to the number of units counted
in the calculation. Total turnover for 2016/17 was £101.6m, of which just £59.4m was generated by social housing
units.
Adjusting the headline social housing costs for PFI contract activity only, brings CPU down to £3.72k, slightly above
the median for the sector.
Our location, operating in both South Essex and East London also has an impact on our cost base. The business plan
forecasts a reduction in CPU over the next three years.
Cost per unit (£k)
Headline
social
housing

Management

Service
charge

Maintenance

Major Other Social
repairs
Housing

Swan

4.32

1.29

0.33

0.78

0.50

1.42

Swan (excluding PFI)

3.72

1.29

0.33

0.78

0.50

0.82

Median

3.55

0.95

0.36

0.98

0.80

0.20

Sector scorecard
We have participated in the one-year pilot for the sector scorecard which will measure 15 indicators across five areas
focusing on:
•
•
•
•
•

business health
development
outcomes delivered
effective asset management
operating efficiencies

Our performance indicators are summarised in the table overleaf and we will be benchmarking our results in the
coming months.
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Sector scorecard pilot - key performance indicators
Components

2016-17

Operating margin

28.96%

Operating margin (social housing lettings)

44.33%

Interest cover - EBITDA (MRI)

193.80%

Units developed (absolute)

121

Units developed (as a percentage of units owned)

1.37%

Gearing

68.05%

Percentage of respondents very or fairly satisfied with the service provided by their social housing provider 84.3%
£s invested for every £ generated - in new housing supply

£0.80

£s invested for every £ generated - in communities

£0.01

Return on capital employed (ROCE)

3.64%

Management cost per unit

£1,289

Service charge cost per unit

£334

Maintenance cost per unit

£778

Major repairs cost per unit

£497

Other social housing costs per unit

£1,416

Headline social housing cost per unit

£4,316

Overheads as a percentage of adjusted turnover

9.32%

Ratio of responsive repairs to planned maintenance

0.62

Occupancy

98.04%

Rent collected from current and former tenants as a percentage of the rent due (excluding arrears b/f)

99.78%

Effective procurement
Swan’s Procurement Strategy centres on utilising common suppliers and seeks to ensure that the Group’s
procurement activity delivers value for money, customer focus, rising standards, efficiency, social value and a
standard pre-condition of the living wage.
All standard repairs and maintenance to our housing stock is delivered by Axis. The partnering contract is in its eighth
year of a 14 year term and the length of this arrangement has numerous value for money benefits.
The nature of the contract means that both parties are invested in the partnership, and allows for longer term service
planning and a commitment to continuous improvement. We have retained very little in terms of the ‘client side’
function. This speeds up processes, avoids duplication and keeps costs down whilst maintaining the quality of
repairs. Axis’ performance compares well to that of others in our peer group and this combined with the partnering
arrangement means we are able to achieve value for money on our largest operational contract. Procurement activity
over the last year has included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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first year savings from the new lift maintenance contract remain on track to deliver around £115k of
savings over the term of the contract
the external gas consultant contract with additional requirements, was secured at no additional cost
the procurement of new emergency lighting testing and fire risk assessment / health and safety also
delivered the planned savings
a new health and and safety contract which will deliver £40k of savings over the life of the contract
whilst maintaining the quality of the service received
securing improved rates on electronic payment systems through Procurement for Housing realising
savings of £5k per annum
procuring insurance brokerage services and internal audit services with no cost increase to the
business
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The table below sets out our procurement savings over the last three years and anticipated savings going forward.
During 2016/17 the projected savings of £505k were achieved:
Looking back (savings gained)

Projecting forward (anticipated savings)

Total savings

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

Housing/Repairs and
Maintenance

198,196

197,306

192,527

215,406

218,955

222,682

1,245,070

Facilities
Maintenance/Utilities

55,351

31,500

66,745

35,000

15,000

-

203,596

184,517

331,263

246,400

196,092

209,902

224,057

1,392,230

438,064

560,069

505,672

446,498

443,856

446,738

2,840,896

Back office (IT/
Insurance//H&S)
Total

2019/20

These procurement savings have allowed us to invest in community and corporate social responsibility projects,
resident engagement and training initiatives as well as continuing to provide a dedicated support to those impacted by
welfare reforms.
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•

reprocure our mobile telephony service to align with our corporate strategy requirements of digital
transformation and that of mobile and agile working
review our approach to fix-line telephony with a view to moving all calls to VOIP (voice over internet
protocol)
utilise our relationships with key buying clubs to facilitate procurement of both our energy supplies for
gas and electric as well as that of our external audit service

Managing our finances
During 2016/17 we:
•
•

saved just over £1.2m from day to day operations and secured £3.4m from our development and
regeneration activities through reduced costs and increased profitability
continued our zero-based approach to budget setting and engage budget holders in the process

To ensure value for money in delivering services, we prioritise expenditure against our corporate strategy and
objectives. In addition, the group has a zero-based approach to budget setting which helps to avoid unnecessary
expenditure.
We have responded positively to the increasingly challenging operating environment for housing associations.
Mitigating the impact of the 1% rent reduction and the ongoing roll out of Universal Credit by identifying savings from
day to day operations and delivering additional value from our development and regeneration activities as shown
below:
£1m Challenge - Savings secured and delivered in 2016/17
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£10m Capital Challenge - Savings secured in 2016/17
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In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•

maintain the £1m of operational cost savings
identify further savings and improve profitability to maintain progress towards the £10m development
and regeneration challenge
roll out a new suite of financial reports to align with the Group's new Corporate Strategy

Planning and funding
Our approach to planning and funding is to ensure the ongoing financial viability of the business plan, allocating
resources to deliver the mission and objectives of the Group’s Corporate Strategy as effectively as possible.
Decisions on funding are made through the Group Investment Framework. This standardises assumptions used
for interest rates, payback periods, discount rates etc. so that different projects can be appraised and trade-offs
considered on a consistent basis.
We continue to benefit from the debt restructure and bond issue, which generated a £1.3m per annum saving against
the original business plan assumptions, delivered in 2014/15.
A further £60m of retained bonds were issued during this financial year at a yield of 3.33%. As the yield was lower
than the bond coupon of 3.625% the transaction generated over £3m of additional cash. The proceeds of the retained
bond issue were used to repay floating rate bank loans to further reduce the Group’s exposure to future increases in
interest rates.
During 2016/17 the regulator acknowledged, following a stability check, that our development plans were within an
acceptable capacity. The business plan has been stress tested against multiple scenarios and plans are in place to
mitigate our exposure to private sales risk which has been increased by the uncertainty created by Brexit.
The graphics below set out where our funding came from in 2016/17 and how it was spent in absolute cost terms.

Investment in development and new business
Our commercial entities offer the key benefit of being able to gift aid profits to reinvest in affordable housing and the
associated functions of the Group.
In 2016/17 we achieved the following:
•
•
34

secured a further £2.2m of grant funding and generated £4.5m of profit from our commercial activities
invested £34.0m in development and regeneration activities
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•
•
•
•
•

handed over 7 new shared ownership homes and 114 for private sale
acquired and started the fit out of the factory for our off-site manufacturing facility
mobilised construction at Cambridge Road, Repton Court phase 2, Blackwall Reach phase 1b and Peachy
House sites
received planning approval for Laindon Shopping Centre, Craylands and Blackwall Reach phase 2
completed and sold 65 residential units on Oldchurch to a subsidiary of Havering Borough Council

Our development programme, specifically the private sales of new build homes, generates the vast majority of profits
to gift aid. At the centre of our strategy is increasing the supply of high quality affordable and private homes. This
activity significantly enhances our ability to deliver against our objectives and generate value for the communities we
serve.

Units complete and forecast
2014/15

2015/16 2016/17 Delivered

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Forecast

30

247

0

277

0

69

36

105

7

19

7

33

13

222

61

296

Private sale

33

144

114

291

78

252

238

568

Total

70

410

121

601

91

543

335

969

Social/affordable housing
Shared ownership

The table above illustrated that in the three years to 2016/17 approximately half of the new homes built were
affordable. Over the next three years this will reduce slightly to 40% to reflect scheme phasing and the mix of
development schemes on site.
Crucially, we intend to provide a range of tenure types to best meet future housing demands, making efficient use of
the profits obtained from sales to maximise new affordable units.
We continue to take an innovative approach to the challenges ahead. Acting as our in-house construction
contractor, NU Living provide the Group with technical expertise in design development, procurement efficiencies,
greater certainty over product quality and ultimately, highly competitive pricing. In addition we are exploring off-site
manufacture as a delivery channel and this emerging approach presents vast potential benefits including:
•
•
•
•

improved quality control, speed of construction and productivity
reduced health and safety risk on-site
reduced waste and improved environmental impact
greater control over programme and contract administration

We possess a pipeline from our regeneration schemes of circa 3,500 new homes to be delivered and this forward
thinking initiative, where viable, will have considerable benefits for our development and regeneration programmes
and deliver significantly increased value for money on the Group’s investments.
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•
•
•
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secure further grant funding and generate £6.7m of profit from our commercial activities
invest £88.8m on development and regeneration activities
build 13 new shared ownership homes and 78 for private sale
deliver the first units from our off-site manufacturing facility
mobilise construction at Beechwood Village and Laindon
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Resident and service user involvement
During 2016/17 we:
•
•
•
•

implemented the recommendations from the scrutiny panel review and saw an update report be
presented back to the panel
delivered SwanFest, a refreshed format for the residents’ away day and engaged with 330 residents
successfully recruited and formed the new Beechwood Village Community Trust
calculated social return on investment (SROI) for larger projects e.g. Swanfest and Summer Night Lights

We recognise that in achieving our Corporate Strategy and objectives, the Group has a wider role than to simply
provide affordable housing. Increasingly, we are looking to enhance the broader social value it provides to
communities.
Key to delivering the best quality services is understanding customer priorities and involving them in the decision
making process. We offer multiple opportunities for residents to engage, aimed at maximising the diversity of those
who do. The Group provides a range of community development activities to help break down barriers to effective
engagement.
The residents’ scrutiny panel undertakes detailed reviews of services and has a key role to play within the delivery of
our Value for Money Strategy. In addition, four residents sit on our Operations Committee and therefore have direct
input in the service delivery decision making process. Residents are also represented at key partnership meetings
with Axis.
During 2016/17 we assessed the SROI of SwanFest and Summer Night Lights. The overall social impact of the
scrutiny panel’s activity during the year was £209k, and equates to over £6 for every £1 invested.
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•

map all of our stakeholders and develop a stakeholder management plan that develops stronger
working relationships with each organisation
continue to develop and support the new Beechwood Village Community Trust
look to develop consortiums of external partners that will enable us to access larger funding streams.

Improving services
During 2016/17 we:
•
•
•
•
•
•

implemented the recommendations from the repairs appointment review
introduced a 6 day response target for complaints
continued our striving for excellence programme
reviewed our choice based lettings scheme
developed customer support champions
retained customer service excellence accreditation with three elements awarded a ‘compliance plus’
rating

We have an ethos of continual improvement of our services, systems and processes to ensure they remain fit for
purpose and can demonstrate value for money by being effective and efficient.
Our commitment of continuous improvement is embedded throughout our performance management framework. Our
corporate mission and objectives flow into our operational strategies and form the basis for our service improvement
action plans. These improvements are then used to form team plans and individual staff objectives.
Performance information is reviewed at all levels of the organisation. Management reports include cost, performance
and satisfaction data to enable value for money judgements to be made.
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Customer satisfaction is our core measure of the quality of our service delivery. We use an independent market
research company to carry out an annual STAR survey. This data is then used to help us identify problem areas,
inform service improvements and set priorities. The results have a direct influence on our direction and maximise
value for money by ensuring resources are directed to where our customers say they are most needed.
74.6%

Overall service

83.2%

84.3%

65.8%

Repairs and maintenance

74.3%
71.1%
78.8%

Neighbourhood

84.3%
80.5%

78.8%

Quality of home
56.9%

Listens to your views

61.8%
48.5%

Service charges VfM

66.6%

58.8%
58.8%
71.3%

Rent provides VfM
25%

35%

45%

55%

86.1%
84.8%

65%

75%
2014-15

77.1%

80.4%
85%

2015-16

2016-17

The above chart shows the core STAR survey questions over the last three years. Satisfaction with value for money
for rent has seen an increase of over 9% and for service charges 10% during this time.
In line with our new Corporate Strategy we are now increasing our focus on making it easier for our customers to
do business with us. We believe this will increase customer satisfaction and an increase in online transactions
and self-service will enable us to increase our efficiency and effectiveness and demonstrate real value for money
achievements.
In 2017/18 we plan to:
•
•
•
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review all our front facing service delivery processes
review our supported housing provision
start to migrate some services to an online self-service where appropriate
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Conclusion and self-assessment
Value for money is embedded in our operational activity and decision making process, and is a cross-cutting theme
throughout the Group’s strategy and policy framework. Our strategy is clear on how we define value and sets out
how it will be achieved, monitored and measured.
Customers have a key role to play in this process. The feedback they provide, and formal engagement at Board level
and through the scrutiny panel and resident consultative committees, helps to set our priorities.
We appreciate that value for money should be considered in the context of meeting an organisation’s objectives. As
such the Group is purposely structured to best deliver our mission “to deliver effective services, enterprising solutions
and exemplary homes and communities”.
Our commercial subsidiaries gift aid profits to the housing association. In doing so they help to support value added
services that might not otherwise be delivered, at the same time as increasing affordable housing and regenerating
communities.
We have a detailed understanding of the financial and social returns on the Group’s assets, and assess the financial
performance and sustainability of housing stock, so that alternative delivery options that potentially offer better value
can be considered.
The performance management systems we have in place help to drive value for money and foster a culture of
continuous improvement. We regularly compare our costs and performance against others to identify where
efficiencies could be found, or services improved.
Our financial performance is sound and the Group take a prudent approach to managing finances and planning
funding. We recently issued a further bond and have the funding in place to deliver our ambitious Corporate Strategy.
We have responded positively to changes in the operating environment saving over £1.2 million from day to day
operations and securing over £3.4 million from our development and regeneration activities through reduced costs
and increased profitability.
Through our procurement activity we strive to achieve value for money. £1.3m of savings are forecast over the next
three years, which will be reinvested in new homes and front line services.
As a consequence of the evidence set out in this self-assessment we believe we fulfil the requirements of the value
for money standard.
For our full value for money self-assessment please visit our website (www.swan.org.uk).
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Corporate Governance
Throughout the year the Board comprised nine members,
two of which are Swan Executive Directors and the
balance non-executive. The subsidiaries of the parent
company have a broadly matching board structure to
the parent, and the four Committees of the Board work
Group-wide. As a consequence of a planned external
review of the Swan Group’s Governance arrangements
undertaken during the year certain changes have been
proposed and adopted from 1 April 2017 which are
explained further in the relevant sections below.
The Board continues to apply the National Housing
Federation’s 2015 Governance Code: Promoting
Board Excellence for Housing Associations and the
National Housing Federation’s 2012 Code of Conduct.
In accordance with the underlying “comply or explain”
principle of such codes, this section of the report seeks to
provide detail about:
•
•
•
•

The Board and its Role
Board Effectiveness
Relations with Stakeholders
How the Board Operates

The Board is committed to adherence to such codes and
to high standards of conduct. Following its regular review,
it can again report compliance with the codes during the
year.

The Board and its Role
Swan Housing Association Limited is a Registered
Society under the Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014. The Rules of the Association, which
were refreshed in July 2013 as part of the revision of the
governance structure, remain its principal document of
constitution and regulate various matters including the
Board, its powers and its role. The Board has adopted
Standing Orders, Scheme of Delegations and Financial
Regulations and has in place Committee Terms of
Reference and an intra-Group agreement to further
formalise and regulate matters between the parent, and
the Group’s Committees and subsidiaries. A formal review
of these documents took place during the year as part of
the governance review and some minor amendments are
being made.
The Board’s role is to provide strategic direction and to
govern, control and scrutinise the Association’s and the
Group’s operations. At the year end, the Board comprised
seven shareholder members and two Executive Director
members. Changes in Board membership during the year
are detailed on page four of these Financial Statements.
As a consequence of the governance review and with
a view to ensuring the main Board’s attention and time
is best utilised and a structural solution to potential
conflicts of interest between Group entities, the nonexecutive board members will resign from the Boards of
the subsidiaries of Swan Housing Association Limited
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other than Swan New Homes Limited, Alan Palmer has
resigned from the Board of Swan Housing Association
Limited and has become an independent Chair of Swan
New Homes Limited and Parmjit Dhanda has resigned
from the Board of Swan New Homes Limited.
The Board and its Committees comprise members from
a diverse range of backgrounds and with the range of
skills, knowledge and experiences appropriate for their
needs. Membership of the Board and its mix of skills,
knowledge and experience was again considered as part
of the governance review and remains appropriate for
the Group’s needs. Profiles of the non-executive Board
members can be viewed on the Association’s website
(www.swan.org.uk).
Board membership is usually for two three year terms
with a further three year extension possible only in
exceptional circumstances. As a consequence of the
governance review and to aid succession, continuity
and sustainability the terms of office will be reviewed to
ensure resignation dates for a majority of the Board do
not align and to introduce two new members each year
for the next three years, whilst retaining the same overall
Board size.
Co-optees are appointed annually. Board members
have formal service agreements, are expected to devote
the necessary time to prepare for and attend all Board
meetings and the meetings of those Committees of which
they are members, together with appropriate training,
appraisal and other review meetings. Members are paid
as detailed in the Board Remuneration section below.
The Group maintains directors’ and officers’ liability
insurance for its Board members and officers, which
is renewed annually. The Board is given access to
independent professional advice at the Group’s expense
when the Board so requires.

Board Effectiveness
The Board receives regular updates on the performance
of the Group’s businesses, the legal and the regulatory
environments in which they operate and developments in
their sectors through briefings included in Board papers
or other presentations.
The Board completed its annual review of combined
and individual member performance during the year.
The outcomes from this process have been captured
on the Board’s action plan. Progress will be closely
monitored by the Board. The Board from time to time
gathers together for training and development activity
and to consider wider issues such as succession
planning. Individual members may undertake training
or development activity as identified by them or in their
annual evaluations.
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The Board tours locations of the Group, enabling it to
meet tenants and other service users, at least annually,
and any new Board or Committee members have already
undertaken this tour as part of their induction process.

Relations with Stakeholders
The principal stakeholders of the Group are its tenants,
service users, employees, local authorities, the Greater
London Authority, the Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA) and funders. Tenants are now represented
through the Board’s Operations Committee, the
responsibilities of which are detailed below in the
section How the Board Operates. The operations of the
Association are regulated primarily by the Social Housing
Regulator, the HCA, but also in part by the Care Quality
Commission, and the Board pays particular interest to
regulatory reporting. As noted above, occasionally the
Board has the opportunity to meet tenants and service
users and obtains feedback from various tenant facing
bodies including the resident scrutiny panel, which is not
a Committee of the Board.
Relations with employees are managed through
the Executive Directors and through an Employee
Representative Committee. Relations with funders are
also primarily managed through the Executive Directors.

How the Board Operates
The Board’s Standing Orders, Scheme of Delegations,
Code of Conduct and Financial Regulations codify
various matters for the better operation of the Group’s
business and within which it expressly reserves specified
significant matters for its sole decision. The Board meets
regularly and has established a number of Committees
to which the Board has delegated certain responsibilities
under formal Terms of Reference. The Board also meets
with the Executive Directors regularly during the year.
The Board has continued to meet bi-monthly during the
year. The Committees, other than the Remuneration and
Appointments Committee, have also met five times each.
The meetings held during the year and the attendance
of individual members at each is detailed below. Each
entry is displayed as a fraction which has the number
of meetings actually attended as the numerator and the
number of meetings held and which could have been
attended as the denominator.
Board and Committee members have online access to
all papers for the appropriate meetings and hence can
access them even if they have made notification that
they are unable to attend. Membership of Committees
will continue to be reviewed and determined annually.
Committee appointments involve non-Board members.

Swan Housing
Association
Main Board

Operations
Committee

Valerie Owen OBE (Chair)

7/7

-

Sheila Lewis

7/7

-

Peter Baynham

7/7

-

Marie Li Mow Ching

7/7

John Synnuck

Audit & Risk
Committee

Remuneration
&
Appointments
Committee

-

-

2/2

5/5

-

1/2

-

5/5

2/2

5/5

-

-

1/2

6/7

-

-

-

-

Jamie Smith

7/7

-

-

-

-

Alan Palmer (resigned 1/4/2017)

7/7

-

-

5/5

2/2

Sukhvinder Kaur-Stubbs

7/7

-

4/5

-

2/2

Parmjit Dhanda

6/7

5/5

-

-

2/2
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Committee
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Committee members who are not Board members:
Swan Housing
Association
Main Board

Operations
Committee

Development
& New
Business
Committee

Audit & Risk
Committee

Remuneration
&
Appointments
Committee

Rashid Khilji (resigned 30/10/2016)

-

-

-

3/3

-

Glyn Kyle

-

4/5

-

-

-

Peter Brooks

-

4/5

-

-

-

Darren Coan

-

3/5

-

-

-

Michelle Richards

-

3/5

-

-

-

Iphie Mottoh (resigned 31/10/2016)

-

0/3

-

-

-

Gideon Amos

-

-

5/5

-

-

Ralph Luck

-

-

3/5

-

-

Alexandra Morshed

-

5/5

-

-

-

Doug McCann

-

-

-

4/5

-

Kobirul Islam (appointed 1/1/17)

-

1/1

-

-

-

Hugh Titcomb (appointed 1/11/16)

-

-

-

2/2

-

Simon Hardwick (appointed 1/9/16)

-

-

3/3

-

-

A brief overview of the constitution of the Committees
is given below. Other panels and working groups are
formed as considered appropriate to deal with particular
issues as they arise.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee consists of four members,
two of which are Board members and two independent.
It plans to meet at least four times per year, although
currently is meeting more frequently. It receives reports
from the external and internal auditors and reviews the
processes for audit and risk management. It is chaired by
a member of the Board who is not the Chair of the Board
of Swan Housing Association.

Remuneration and Appointments Committee
This Committee now comprises four members, the Board
Chair and the chairs of the three other Committees. It
continues to meet at least annually and considers Board
structure and appointments, the working arrangements
and remuneration of the Board, Chief Executive and
Executive Directors. It also is now chaired by a member
of the Board who is not the Chair of the Board of Swan
Housing Association.

Operations Committee
The Operations Committee focuses on all aspects of
the effective and efficient operational delivery of the
Group’s services, ensuring feedback from tenants and
other service users and promoting high standards. The
Committee comprises eight members, two from the main
Board, four tenants and two independents. It meets at
least four times per year, although currently is meeting
more frequently.
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Development and New Business Committee
This Committee oversees the Group’s development of
new homes and explores and oversees new business
streams or initiatives, outside the core Association
housing rental and care service businesses, and
other special projects. The Committee comprises
five members, two from the main Board and three
independents. It meets at least four times per year,
although currently is meeting more frequently.

Declarations of Interest
All Board and Committee members are required to
declare any interests annually and otherwise at meetings
where potential issues may arise.
Individuals with a relevant interest are required to leave
the meeting, unless requested otherwise by the Board/
Committee membership, and in any event do not vote on
the issue concerned.

Board Remuneration
The Board has determined, following advice and
benchmarking, that it is appropriate, and continues to be
appropriate, that Board members should be paid for their
time and dedication.
Committee members who are not Board members also
receive fees for their services. The annual fees paid to
Board members in position during the year are set out
below. In addition, Board members are reimbursed for
any expenses incurred in carrying out their duties and in
attending Board or Committee meetings.
The remuneration of those Board members who are also
Executive Directors is included in note 4 to the financial
statements.
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Board member

£

Valerie Owen OBE (Chair)

20,000

Peter Baynham (Vice Chair)

13,500

Sheila Lewis

10,000

Marie Li Mow Ching

10,000

Alan Palmer (resigned 1/4/2017)

10,000

Sukhvinder Kaur-Stubbs

10,000

Parmjit Dhanda

10,000

Committee members who are not Board members:

it receives assurance, including for example by the
introduction of a centralised compliance calendar
covering the many recurring legal, regulatory and other
reporting obligations of the Group.
In preparing this Strategic review and Board report, the
Board has followed the principles set out in the Statement
of Recommended Practice: Accounting for registered
social housing providers (SORP 2014).
The Board acknowledges its overall responsibility,
applicable to all organisations within the Group, for
establishing and maintaining the whole system of internal
control and for reviewing its effectiveness.

Rashid Khilji (resigned 30/10/2016)

2,897

Glyn Kyle

5,000

Peter Brooks

5,000

Darren Coan

5,000

Michelle Richards

5,000

Iphie Mottoh (resigned 31/10/16)

2,917

Gideon Amos

5,000

Ralph Luck

5,000

Doug McCann

5,000

The process for identifying, evaluating and managing
the significant risks faced by the Group is ongoing, has
been in place throughout the period commencing 1 April
2016 up to the date of approval of the report and financial
statements.

Alexandra Morshed

5,000

Key elements of the control framework include:

Simon Hardwick (appointed 1/9/2016)

2,917

•

Kobirul Islam (appointed 1/1/2017)

1,250

Hugh Titcomb (appointed 1/11/2016)

2,083

Total

•

135,564

The total amount paid above represents 0.1% (2016: 0.1%) of the Group
annual turnover.

Board’s statement on the annual review of
the effectiveness of the Group’s internal
control systems
Particular emphasis has been placed during the year
on the HCA’s new Regulatory Framework which applied
from April 2015. Various reports received by the Board
provide it with assurance that the three Economic and
four Consumer standards laid out in the Framework
are met. Whilst the Group previously stress tested the
Group’s Business Plans and had in place assets &
liabilities registers, further work has been undertaken
in these areas given the assurance they provide to the
Board that risks are being appropriately managed. The
review undertaken by the HCA during the year led to
the confirmation of the Group’s G1/V2 Governance and
Financial Viability ratings.

Statement of Compliance
In accordance with the requirements of the Accounting
Direction for private registered providers of social housing
(2015), the Board certify that Swan Housing Association
Limited has complied with the HCA’s Governance and
Financial Viability standard, and continues to explore
ways to streamline and improve the means by which
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The system of internal control is designed to manage,
rather than eliminate, the risk of failure to achieve
business objectives, and to provide reasonable
assurance against material misstatement or loss.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board approved terms of reference and
delegated authorities for Board committees
clearly defined management responsibilities
for the identification, evaluation and control of
significant risks
robust strategic and business planning
processes, with detailed financial budgets and
forecasts
formal recruitment, retention, training and
development policies for all staff
established authorisation and appraisal
procedures for significant new initiatives and
commitments
a sophisticated approach to treasury
management which is subject to review each
year
regular reporting to the appropriate committee
on key business objectives, targets and outcomes
Board approved whistle-blowing, anti-bribery,
anti-theft and corruption policies
Board approved anti-fraud policies, covering
prevention, detection and reporting, together
with recoverability of assets
regular monitoring of loan covenants and
requirements for new loan facilities.

The Group currently has various systems in place to
record its assets and liabilities. We have brought the
information from these systems together into a single
assets and liabilities register. We have undertaken
further work in the year to fully integrate the register
into our processes and systems so that it is kept up to
date easily and becomes part of the way we work. Our
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internal auditors, RSM Risk Assurance Services LLP,
will be reviewing the register in the forthcoming year to
provide further assurance to the Board.

Audit Committee
The Board has a designated Group Audit and Risk
Committee. The meetings are attended by the Deputy
Chief Executive, Senior Finance Staff and other Directors
as required.
This Committee is responsible for reviewing the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Group’s systems
of internal controls and reporting its conclusions to the
Board, receiving reports from both the internal and
external auditors.

Internal Audit Function
The Group purchases an internal audit service. This work
has been carried out in accordance with the Institute of
Internal Auditors’ Standards and Guidance.
The internal auditor reports annually to the Group Audit
and Risk Committee on the system of internal controls,
with an opinion as to the adequacy and effectiveness of
key internal control systems. The internal auditor attends
the Group Audit and Risk Committee to present reports
and to report on management progress in implementing
agreed recommendations.
The internal audit is planned, based on the results of
an Audit Needs Assessment. A rolling programme is
undertaken to cover the whole of the Group’s system of
control.

External Audit
The work of the external auditors has been conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK
and Ireland) and their audit opinion is contained within the
financial statements.
The terms of engagement of the external auditors
provides that weaknesses in the structure of accounting
systems and internal controls; inappropriate accounting
policies and practices including non compliance with
legislation, accounting standards and other regulations
would be highlighted if identified as part of the normal
audit work.
Any material weaknesses or significant deficiencies in
internal controls identified are reported to the Group Audit
and Risk Committee and an action plan to address the
weakness is agreed. No serious control weaknesses
have been identified this year.
In respect of the previous financial year the Audit and
Risk Committee received notification from the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) that it had reviewed the audit
working papers in respect of that financial year of our
statutory auditor, Grant Thornton UK LLP (GT).
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It is practice for the FRC to review a random selection
of audits in respect of Public Interest Entities (PIEs)
undertaken by audit firms. Swan is a PIE by virtue of
having a publicly traded bond issue. The FRC made a
number of observations and recommendations regarding
the audit work carried out by GT.
The Audit Committee has discussed the findings of the
FRC with GT and are satisfied with the responses and
action taken by GT. There were no matters in respect
of the notification from the FRC which have required
any modification of the audit opinion, amendment to the
accounts or changes in accounting policies.

Auditor
The auditor, Grant Thornton UK LLP, will be deemed to
be reappointed in accordance with section 93 of the CoOperative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014.

Health and Safety
The health and safety of our staff and residents continues
to be of paramount importance. Staff completion of
mandatory courses around health and safety, regular
meetings of our cross Group health and safety committee
and our executive level health and safety committee
chaired by the Chief Executive together with the use
of the award winning Safety Bank software have all
continued to support a culture of health and safety across
the Group. The Board review health and safety at every
meeting and receive a formal update report every six
months that considers matters such as accidents and
incidents, fire safety and servicing compliance.
Following the Grenfell Fire, and in addition to the
various fire safety measures already in place, the Group
undertook a review of the fire safety measures on all
properties over 5 storeys. We have put in place various
measures to reassure residents and have followed all of
the advice issued by the Department for Communities
and Local Government. We will consider new information
and advice as it comes to light and take action as
required.

Equality and Diversity
We remain signatories to the Chartered Institute of
Housing’s 10 ‘Leading Diversity by 2020’ challenges.
In June 2016, the Housing Diversity Network (HDN)
awarded us with their Diversity Network Accreditation for
excellence in equality and diversity with 5 distinctions for
good practice including:
•

•

diverse leadership with high awareness and
demonstrable commitment to equality and
diversity from the Board, Executive and senior
managers with a proactive approach to emerging
issues;
Board diversity; and
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inclusive and positive culture, where staff are
engaged and feel supported and valued.

As at March 2017:
•
•
•
•

42% of our Board and Executive Team and 61% of
our total workforce were women.
25% of our Board and Executive Team and 14% of
our total workforce were BAME (Black / Asian /
Minority Ethnic)
the age profile of our total workforce shows 52%
were aged 25 to 44, with 40% aged 45 and over
and 8% under 25.
the age profile of the Board and Executive team
showed 67% aged 45 to 64, 25% over 65 and 8%
aged 25 to 44.

Quality Management Systems/Performance
Indicators
During the year the Group has continued to comply with
the criterion for ISO 9001:2008 and 14001; adherence
to this quality framework ensures that procedures used
within the Group are developed and applied consistently.
The Group has successfully complied with the Customer
Service Excellence standard, demonstrating its continued
commitment to Customer Care.
The Group continues to maintain its Investors in People
accreditation: a business improvement tool designed
to advance an organisation’s performance through its
people and continuous improvement.

Statement of Responsibilities of the Board
The Board is responsible for preparing the report and
financial statements in accordance with applicable law
and regulations.
Co-Operative and Community Benefit Societies
legislation requires the Board to prepare financial
statements for each financial year. Under that law the
Board have elected to prepare the financial statements
in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice (United Kingdom Accounting
Standards and applicable laws). Under the Co-Operative
and Community Benefit Societies legislation the Board
must not approve the financial statements unless they are
satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state of
affairs and surplus or deficit of the Association and Group
for that period. In preparing these financial statements,
the Board are required to:
•
•
•
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select suitable accounting policies and then
apply them consistently
make judgments and accounting estimates that
are reasonable and prudent
state whether applicable UK Accounting
Standards and the Statement of Recommended
Practice (SORP) Accounting by Registered

•

Housing Providers Update 2014, have been
followed, subject to any material departures
disclosed and explained in the financial
statements
prepare the financial statements on the going
concern basis unless it is inappropriate to
presume that the Group and Association will
continue in business.

The Board is responsible for keeping proper accounting
records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any
time the financial position of the Group and Association
and enable it to ensure that the financial statements
comply with the Co-Operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014, the Housing and Regeneration Act
2008 and the Accounting Direction for Private Registered
Providers of Social Housing (2015). It is also responsible
for safeguarding the assets of the Group and hence for
taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection
of fraud and other irregularities.
The Board members are responsible for the maintenance
and integrity of the corporate and financial information
included on the Group’s websites. Legislation in
the United Kingdom governing the preparation and
dissemination of financial statements may differ from
legislation in other jurisdictions.
In so far as each of the Board members is aware:
•
•

there is no relevant audit information of which
the Group’s auditors are unaware
the Board members have taken all steps that
they ought to have taken to make themselves
aware of any relevant audit information and to
establish that the auditors are aware of that
information.

Approved by the Board on 13 July 2017 and signed on
its behalf by:

John Synnuck
Chief Executive
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We have audited the financial statements of Swan
Housing Association Limited for the year ended 31 March
2017 which comprise the Consolidated and Association
Statements of Comprehensive Income, the Consolidated
and Association Statements of Changes in Reserves, the
Consolidated and Association Statements of Financial
Position, the Consolidated Statement of cash flows and
the related notes. The financial reporting framework
that has been applied in their preparation is applicable
law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice),
including FRS 102, the Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland.

Matters on which we are required to report
by exception

This report is made solely to the Association’s members,
as a body, in accordance with sections 87 and 98(7) of
the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act
2014. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we
might state to the Association’s members those matters
we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report
and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted
by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the Association and the Association’s
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or
for the opinions we have formed.

•

Respective responsibilities of the Board and
auditor

We have nothing to report in respect of the following
matters where the Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014 requires us to report to you if, in our
opinion:
•
•
•

a satisfactory system of control over
transactions has not been maintained; or
the Association has not kept proper accounting
records
the financial statements are not in agreement
with the books of account; or
we have not received all the information and
explanations we need for our audit.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
Statutory Auditor, Chartered Accountants
Cambridge, England
20 July 2017

As explained more fully in the Statement of
Responsibilities of the Board set out on the opposite
page, the Board is responsible for the preparation of
financial statements which give a true and fair view.
Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on
the financial statements in accordance with applicable
law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland). Those standards require us to comply with the
Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the audit of the financial
statements
A description of the scope of an audit of financial
statements is provided on the Financial Reporting
Council’s website at www.frc.org.uk/auditscopeukprivate.

Opinion on financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
•

•
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give a true and fair view of the state of the Group
and parent Association’s affairs as at 31 March
2017 and of the Group and Association’s income
and expenditure for the year then ended;
have been properly prepared in accordance
with the Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014, the Housing and
Regeneration Act 2008 and the Accounting
Direction for Private Registered Providers of
Social Housing 2015.
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Note

2017
£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Turnover

2

101,617

109,923

Operating costs

2

(72,186)

(77,370)

Operating surplus

2

29,431

32,553

Deficit on sale of housing assets

6

(602)

(323)

Interest receivable

7

154

125

Interest payable and similar charges

8

(16,238)

(15,686)

18

(4,574)

(5,877)

9

8,171

10,793

10

(1,133)

(2,091)

7,038

8,702

Movement in fair value of financial instruments
Surplus on ordinary activities before taxation
Tax charge on surplus on ordinary activities
Surplus on ordinary activities after taxation

The consolidated results relate wholly to continuing activities.
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
The financial statements were approved by the Board and authorised for issue on 13 July 2017 and signed on its
behalf by:

Valerie Owen OBE
Chair

John Synnuck
Chief Executive

Jamie Smith
Company Secretary

Cooperative and Community Benefit Society Company Number: 28496R
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Note

2017
£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Turnover

2

80,569

74,557

Operating costs

2

(45,241)

(45,986)

Operating surplus

2

35,328

28,571

Deficit on sale of housing assets

6

(602)

(323)

Interest receivable

7

1,490

1,035

Interest payable and financing costs

8

(17,598)

(16,625)

18

(4,574)

(5,877)

9

14,044

6,782

10

-

-

14,044

6,782

Movement in fair value of financial instruments
Surplus on ordinary activities before tax
Tax on surplus on ordinary activities
Surplus on ordinary activities after taxation

The Association’s results relate wholly to continuing activities.
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
The financial statements were approved by the Board and authorised for issue on 13 July 2017 and signed on its
behalf by:

Valerie Owen OBE
John Synnuck
Chair
Chief Executive
Cooperative and Community Benefit Society Company Number: 28496R
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Jamie Smith
Company Secretary
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Share Capital

Revaluation
reserve

Total

£’000

Income and
expenditure
reserve
£’000

£’000

£’000

Balance as at 1 April 2015
(restated)

-

14,105

178,059

192,164

Total comprehensive income for the
year

-

8,702

-

8,702

Tax relieved by gift aid payment from
2015 profits

-

1,324

-

1,324

Transfer from revaluation reserve to
income and expenditure reserve

-

3,065

(3,065)

-

Balance as at 31 March 2016
(restated)

-

27,196

174,994

202,190

Total comprehensive income for a
year

-

7,038

-

7,038

Tax relieved by gift aid payment from
2016 profits

-

2,091

-

2,091

Movement in capitalised interest

-

361

-

361

Transfer from revaluation reserve to
income and expenditure reserve

-

4,926

(4,926)

-

Balance as at 31 March 2017

-

41,612

170,068

211,680

Association Statement of Changes in Reserves
Share Capital

Revaluation
reserve

Total

£’000

Income and
expenditure
reserve
£’000

£’000

£’000

Balance as at 1 April 2015
(restated)

-

14,393

178,059

192,452

Total comprehensive income for the
year

-

6,782

-

6,782

Transfer from revaluation reserve to
income and expenditure reserve

-

3,065

(3,065)

-

Balance as at 31 March 2016
(restated)

-

24,240

174,994

199,234

Total comprehensive income for a
year

-

14,044

-

14,044

Transfer from revaluation reserve to
income and expenditure reserve

-

4,926

(4,926)

-

Balance as at 31 March 2017

-

43,210

170,068

213,278
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Note

2017
£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Fixed assets
Intangible assets

11

688

825

Tangible fixed assets - housing properties

12

690,246

703,738

Other tangible fixed assets

13

4,284

2,400

695,218

706,963

15

60,848

41,439

Debtors due within one year

16a

4,841

3,675

Debtors due after one year

16b

31,617

34,378

37,346

14,853

134,652

94,345

(38,188)

(30,479)

Net current assets

96,464

63,866

Total assets less current liabilities

791,682

770,829

(580,002)

(568,639)

211,680

202,190

Current assets
Properties held for sale and work in progress

Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

17

Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

18

Total net assets
Capital and reserves

-

Share capital

-

-

41,612

27,196

Income and expenditure account
Revaluation reserve

170,068

174,994

Total capital and reserves

211,680

202,190

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
The financial statements were approved by the Board and authorised for issue on 13 July 2017 and signed on its
behalf by:

Valerie Owen OBE
Chair

John Synnuck
Chief Executive

Jamie Smith
Company Secretary

Cooperative and Community Benefit Society Company Number: 28496R
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Note

2017
£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets - housing properties

12

695,239

709,135

Other tangible fixed assets

13

4,279

2,392

Investment in subsidiaries

14

16,611

8,762

716,129

720,289

Current assets
Properties held for sale

15

13,245

16,196

Debtors due within one year

16a

3,318

4,749

Debtors due after one year

16b

30,834

33,566

34,003

14,314

81,400

68,825

Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

(20,458)

(21,266)

Net current assets

17

60,942

47,559

Total assets less current liabilities

777,071

767,848

(563,793)

(568,614)

213,278

199,234

-

-

43,210

24,240

Revaluation reserve

170,068

174,994

Total capital and reserves

213,278

199,234

Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

18

Total net assets
Capital and reserves
Share capital
Income and expenditure account

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
The financial statements were approved by the Board and authorised for issue on 13 July 2017 and signed on its
behalf by:

Valerie Owen OBE
Chair

John Synnuck
Chief Executive

Jamie Smith
Company Secretary

Cooperative and Community Benefit Society Company Number: 28496R
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Note

£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

42,751

46,600

(18,345)

(17,455)

-

(49)

7,305

5,611

Grants received

754

3,685

Interest received

154

125

(10,132)

(8,083)

(16,215)

(16,666)

79,467

-

(73,378)

(27,107)

(10,126)

43,773

Net change in cash and cash equivalents

14,853

(5,256)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

22,493

20,109

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

37,346

14,853

Net cash inflow from operating activities

2017

A

Cash flow from investing activities
Purchase of tangible fixed assets
Acquisition of trade and assets
Proceeds from sale of tangible fixed assets

Cash flow from financing activities
Interest paid
New secured loans
Repayments of borrowing

Note A to the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

2017
£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

7,038

8,702

7,657

7,099

Decrease in debtors

12,412

13,505

Decrease in creditors

(2,955)

(5,213)

Surplus for the year
Add back non-cash items:
Depreciation

Deficit on sale of housing assets

602

575

Interest payable

16,238

15,686

Interest received

(154)

(125)

Tax payable

1,133

2,091

Movement in fair value of financial instruments

4,574

5,877

Movement in work in progress and properties for sale
Net cash inflow from operating activities

51

(3,794)

(1,597)

42,751

46,600
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Legal Status
The Association is registered under the Co-operative and
Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 and is a registered
Housing Association.
Basis of accounting
The financial statements of the Group and Association
have been prepared in accordance with UK Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice (UK GAAP) including
Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS102) and the
Statement of Recommended Practice for Registered
Social Landlords 2014 (Housing SORP) and comply with
the Accounting Direction for Private Registered Providers
of Social Housing 2015.
The financial statements are presented in sterling and
rounded to the nearest thousand (£‘000).
Going concern
The Group’s business activities, its current financial
position and factors likely to affect its future development
are set out within the Strategic Report. The Group
has long term debt facilities in place which provide
adequate resources to finance committed regeneration
and development projects, along with the Group’s day
to day operations. The Group also has a long-term
business plan which shows that it is able to service these
debt facilities whilst continuing to comply with lenders’
covenants.
On this basis, the Board has a reasonable expectation
that the Group has adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future, being a
period of at least twelve months after the date on which
the report and financial statements are signed. For this
reason, it continues to adopt the going concern basis in
the financial statements.
Group structure and basis of consolidation
Swan Housing Group (Group) came into existence
in 1994. The Group is required by the Co-operative
and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 to prepare
consolidated accounts. The Group financial statements
incorporate the financial statements of the parent, Swan
Housing Association Limited, and its subsidiaries.

and the amounts reported for revenues and expenses
during the year. However, the nature of estimates means
that actual outcomes could differ from those estimates.
The following are the significant management judgements
made in applying the accounting policies of the Group
that have the most significant effect on the financial
statements.
The individual accounts of Swan Housing Association
Limited have adopted the following disclosure
exemptions:
a) The requirement to present a statement of cash flows
and related notes as it is the parent of the Swan Housing
Group which prepares publicly available consolidated
financial statements and the Company is included in the
consolidation.
b) Financial instrument disclosures, including the
categories of financial instrument; items of income,
expense, gains or losses relating to financial instruments
and exposure to and management of financial risks.
Financial instrument classification
The Group’s loans are required to be classified as either
basic or non-basic financial instruments in accordance
with the conditions set out under FRS102 section 11.9.
Management have concluded that two of the Group’s
loans should be reported as non-basic. Both include an
embedded mandatory swap payment on termination of
the loan which results in the return to the lender being
a combination of a positive fixed rate and a negative
variable rate (as part of the notional swap value) which is
not permitted by FRS102 11.9a (iv).
The Group’s remaining loans each contain a prepayment
option which may result in a compensation payment from
the lender. Management have assessed this prepayment
option against the condition set out in FRS102 11.9b
which states that for a loan to be classified as basic
there should be no contractual provision that results in
the holder losing the principal amount or any interest
attributable to current or prior periods. Management have
concluded that the loans are basic on the basis that the
repayment relates to future interest payments and not the
repayment of the principal amount or interest that is due.

The results of businesses acquired or disposed of in the
year are consolidated from or up to the effective date of
acquisition or disposal respectively. The net assets of
businesses acquired are incorporated in the consolidated
accounts at their fair values at the date of acquisition.
Transactions and balances between Group companies
are eliminated.

Estimation uncertainty

Significant judgements and estimates

Useful lives of depreciable assets

The preparation of financial statements requires
management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that impact the amounts reported for assets
and liabilities at the Statement of Financial Position date

Management reviews its estimate of the useful lives
of depreciable assets at each reporting date based on
the expected utility of the assets. Uncertainties in these
estimates may relate to technological obsolescence and
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Information about estimates and assumptions that
have the most significant effect on recognition and
measurement of assets, liabilities, income and expenses
is provided below. Actual results may be substantially
different.
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changes to decent home standards which may require
more frequent replacement of key components.
Pension deficit obligation
Management’s estimate of its closed defined benefit
pension deficit obligation is based on its current
contractual obligation to the Social Housing Pension
Scheme (SHPS). The funding agreement for past deficits
requires additional payments until 2026. The present
value of this obligation, which has been calculated using
a discount rate in line with an AA rated corporate bond of
3.625%, was £4.9m as at 31 March 2017 (2016: £5.5m).
Fair value measurement
Management utilises the services of a specialist
treasury advisor to calculate the fair value of its financial
instruments. Fair value measurements were applied to
two loans in the year. The valuation techniques include
discounted cash flow pricing models with observable
inputs. The most significant inputs into those models are
interest rate yield curves, developed from publicly quoted
rates and market available information.
All valuations have been compared to similar market
transactions or alternative third-party pricing services
to ensure current market conditions are properly
represented. The fair value of the two non-basic financial
instruments as at 31 March 2017 was £126.2m (2016:
£121.6m).
Movements in fair value between periods are exclusively
due to changes in observable inputs, which can shift
due to changes in demand and supply in public market
rates and market information, and due to time factor in
the above instruments’ pricing in a discounted cash flow
pricing model.
Goodwill
Goodwill is the difference between the cost of an
acquired entity or business over the aggregate of the
fair value of that entity’s identifiable assets and liabilities.
Positive goodwill is shown on the Statement of Financial
Position as an asset and is amortised evenly over its
estimated useful economic life of 20 years. In addition to
systematic amortisation, the book value is written down
to recoverable amount when any impairment is identified.
Investments
Investments represent amounts subscribed as share
capital to, or on-lent by the Association to its subsidiaries
under the Group’s internal financing arrangements
and are stated at cost less impairment in the individual
financial statements.
Impairment
The Group continuously reviews the performance of
its assets and management monitors the operating
53

environment for triggers of impairment such as, but
not limited to, increasing void losses and changes in
government policy. As at 31 March 2017 management
assessed whether there were any impairments triggers
and concluded there were none.
Where there is evidence of impairment, the intangible
and tangible fixed assets are written down to the their
recoverable amount and any impairment losses are
charged to operating expenditure.
The recoverable amounts of the Association’s housing
properties are estimated as follows:
(a)
1. Determine the level at which a recoverable amount is
to be assessed, the cash generating unit (CGU) level
is determined to be an individual scheme;
(b)
2. Estimate the recoverable amount of the CGU;
(c)
3. Calculate the carrying amount of the CGU, and
(d)
4. Compare the carrying amount to the recoverable
amount to determine if an impairment has occurred.
Based on this assessment, a Depreciated Replacement
Cost (DRC) is calculated using appropriate construction
costs and land prices. Where the DRC is greater than
the carrying amount an impairment is taken to reduce the
carrying amount to the DRC.
Housing properties cost and depreciation
Completed general needs and supported housing
properties are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and impairment losses. Cost includes
the cost of acquiring land and buildings, development
on-costs and interest charges incurred during the
development period.
Works to existing properties which replace a component
that has been treated separately for depreciation
purposes, along with works that result in an increase in
net rental income over the lives of the properties, thereby
enhancing the economic benefits of the assets, are
capitalised as improvements.
The Group depreciates the major components of its
general needs and supporting housing properties on a
straight line basis, at the following annual rates:
Structure					0.80%
Bathrooms					3.33%
Kitchens 					5.00%
Electrics					3.33%
Boiler						6.66%
Windows					3.33%
Central Heating				
2.50%
Freehold land is not depreciated.
Expenditure on shared ownership properties is split
proportionally between current and fixed assets based
on the element relating to expected first tranche sales.
The first tranche proportion is classed as a current asset
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Debtors
and the related sales proceeds are included in turnover.
The remaining element is classed as a fixed asset and
included in housing properties at cost, less accumulated
depreciation on a straight line basis over the life of the
structure and impairment losses.

Short term debtors are measured at transaction price
less any impairment. A full provision is made against
former tenant arrears and a phased percentage provision
is made against current tenant balances with a maximum
of 75% for balances outstanding for more than 20 weeks.

Completed NHS keyworker and properties held under
finance leases are stated at cost less depreciation which
is charged on a straight line basis over the lease term.

Creditors

Housing properties under construction are stated at cost
and are transferred to completed properties once they
are available for letting. No depreciation is provided on
housing properties under construction.
For other tangible fixed assets, depreciation is charged
on a straight line basis over the expected economic
useful lives of the assets at the following annual rates:
Freehold offices

0.8% on cost

Office equipment and fittings

20% on cost

Computer equipment

25% on cost

Development on-costs
Costs associated with development projects are
capitalised where they are directly attributable to
bringing the properties into working condition for their
intended use. Such costs generally include professional
fees, directly attributable staff salary costs incurred in
administering the development programme and loan
interest attributable to the scheme. Costs incurred on
schemes which are identified as abortive are written off in
the year in which the scheme is classified as abortive.
Lease obligations
Where assets are financed by leasing arrangements
which transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership, they are classified as finance leases and
are treated as if they had been purchased outright.
The amount capitalised is the present value of the
minimum lease payment during the term of the lease.
The corresponding leasing commitments are shown as
obligations to the lessor. Rentals paid under operating
leases (including those paid under temporary social
housing leases) are charged to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income on a straight line basis over the
lease term.
Properties for sale
Shared ownership first tranche sales, completed
properties for outright sale and property under
construction are valued at the lower of cost and net
realisable value. Cost comprises materials, direct labour
and direct development overheads. Net realisable value
is based on estimated sales price after allowing for all
further costs of completion and disposal.
Work in progress consists of land and build costs incurred
on current developments. This is held at the lower of cost
or estimated selling price less costs to complete and sell.
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Short term creditors are measured at the transaction
price.
Government grants
Government grants include grants receivable from the
Homes and Communities Agency, local authorities and
other government organisations. Government capital
grants received prior to the transition to FRS102 have
been accounted for under the performance method
and recognised as income. Capital grants for housing
properties received post transition are accounted
for under the accruals method within creditors and
recognised in income over the useful life of the property
structure.
Social Housing and other capital development grants
may be repayable under certain circumstances, primarily
following the sale of a property. Provision for repayment
in the Recycled Capital Grant Fund is made in the
Statement of Financial Position when properties which
have previously received grant funding are sold.
Grants relating to revenue are recognised as income over
the same period as the expenditure to which they relate
once reasonable assurance has been gained that any
conditions associated with the grant have been met.
Pensions
Swan Housing Association Limited participates in a
closed multi-employer defined benefit scheme, the
Social Housing Pension Scheme (SHPS). It has not
been possible to identify the share of underlying assets
and liabilities belonging to individual participating
employers therefore the scheme is accounted for as a
defined contribution scheme. The charge to expenditure
represents the employer contribution payable to the
scheme for the accounting period.
Contributions payable from the Association to the SHPS
under the terms of its funding agreement for past deficits
are recognised as a liability on a discounted basis. On
transition to FRS102 this obligation was classified as
a provision instead of within creditors. Following an
industry wide review for consistency it is considered that
the liability should be presented within creditors due to
the certainty over the timing of future payments. The prior
year has therefore been restated accordingly (see notes
26 and 28).
Swan Housing Association Limited and Swan New
Homes Limited currently operate defined contribution
benefit schemes for active members.
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Financial instruments
Financial instruments which meet the criteria of a basic
financial instrument as defined in section 11 of FRS 102
are accounted for under an amortised cost model. The
effective interest rate method, which applies the interest
rate that exactly discounts the estimated future cash
flows to the carrying amount of the financial instrument at
initial recognition, has been used to calculate amortised
cost. Any related fees and transaction costs are also
amortised using this method.
Loan modifications are assessed on a case by case
basis and where modifications are deemed to be
substantial the instrument is derecognised. Where
modifications are considered to be non substantial
they are accounted for in accordance with section 11 of
FRS102.
Non-basic financial instruments are recognised at fair
value using a valuation technique with any gains or
losses being reported in surplus or deficit. At each year
end, the instruments are revalued to fair value, with the
movements posted to the Statement of Comprehensive
Income.
The Group and Association have not adopted hedge
accounting for financial instruments.
Loan issue costs
Costs in relation to the issuance of basic debt
instruments are amortised over the life of the instrument.
Costs in relation to non-basic debt instruments are
expensed as incurred. The discount/premium arising on
bond issues are spread evenly over the remaining life
of the bond, with a resulting movement in finance costs
each year.
Provisions for liabilities
Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present
obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past
event, it is probable that the Group will be required to
settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made
of the obligation.
The Group recognises a provision for annual leave
accrued by employees as a result of services rendered in
the current period, and which employees are entitled to
carry forward and use in the next accounting period. The
provision is measured at the average salary cost payable
for the period of absence.
Prior year adjustments
Prior year adjustments are made for material adjustments
arising from changes in accounting policies and for the
correction of errors in accordance with FRS102 section
10.
These financial statements include the following
adjustments see note 28 for a reconciliation of previously
reported figures:
SHPS past deficit contributions
On transition to FRS102 this obligation was classified
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as a provision instead of within creditors. Following an
industry wide review for consistency it is considered that
the liability should be presented within creditors due to
the certainty over the timing of future payments. The prior
year has therefore been restated accordingly (see notes
26 and 28).
Donations made under the gift aid scheme by a company
to its parent charity
Following the guidance issued by the ICAEW which
confirmed that gift aid payments are legal distributions,
the prior year has been restated to recognise, in the
Association’s financial statements, the receipt of
donations under the gift aid scheme from its subsidiaries
in the year of receipt as opposed to in the period of the
generation of profits out of which the gift aid is to be paid,
as it is not deemed to be a legal binding obligation as the
payment is discretionary.
Capitalised interest
This adjustment relates to the consistency of the
capitalisation of interest on work in progress and housing
properties. Previously the Group capitalised interest on
housing properties to be held as tangible fixed assets
but not on properties being developed for immediate
sale. The prior year has been restated to include
the capitalisation of interest on work in progress for
properties being developed for immediate sale.
Turnover
Turnover comprises rental income receivable in the year,
income from shared ownership first tranche sales, sales
of properties built for sale, income for care and support
services, unitary charge income from a private finance
initiative and other services included at the contracted or
invoiced value (excluding VAT chargeable) of goods and
services supplied in the year and grants receivable in the
year.
Rental income is recognised from the point when
properties under development reach practical completion
or otherwise become available for letting, net of any
voids. Income from first tranche sales and sales of
properties built for sale is recognised at the point of
legal completion of the sale. Income from land sales is
recognised on the unconditional exchange of contracts.
Income for care and support services are recognised
when the rewards and benefits associated with the
services provided are transferred, where the amount
can be estimated reliably and when the amount is
recoverable. Unitary charge income is recognised
in accordance with the financial close model which
apportions the income between the Statement of
Comprehensive Income for housing management
services and the Statement of Financial position for the
income accrued during the construction phase of the
contract.
Donations received under the gift aid scheme in Swan
Housing Association Limited from its subsidiaries are
recognised as turnover upon receipt as it relates to the
principal activities of the Association and is eliminated on
consolidation.
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Chair’s
1.
Principal
Introduction
Accounting Policies (continued)
Interest

Revaluation Reserves

Interest is recognised as income when receivable.
Interest payable is accrued daily and recognised as an
expense. Interest on the net borrowing of the Group as
a whole is capitalised to the extent that the borrowing
relates to development costs less capital grants received
in relation to incomplete properties under construction or
refurbishment.

On transition to FRS102 the revaluation reserve was
credited with the difference between the fair value of
housing properties and the historical cost carrying value.
As a result housing properties carried at revaluation pre
transition are carried at deemed cost.

Taxation
Current tax is recognised for the amount of corporation
tax payable in respect of the taxable surplus for the
current or past reporting periods using the rates and laws
that have been enacted or substantially enacted at the
reporting date. As a result of the Association’s
status as a charity, the Association is largely exempt
from corporation tax. The Association’s subsidiaries
are subject to corporation tax, but may make gift aid
donations to the Association which reduces their
liabilities to corporation tax.

The depreciation charges and disposal costs relating
to housing properties carried at deemed cost therefore
contain an element of cost that is attributable to
revaluation. Annual transfers between the income and
expenditure and revaluation reserves are made to
reconcile the reserve accounts.

Deferred Taxation
Deferred tax is recognised in respect of all timing
differences at the reporting date, except as indicated.
Deferred tax assets are only recognised to the extent
that it is probable that they will be recovered against the
reversal of deferred tax liabilities or future taxable profits.
Deferred tax is calculated using the rates and laws
enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting
date that are expected to apply to the reversal of the
timing difference. Deferred tax liabilities are presented
in provisions for liabilities and deferred tax assets in
debtors. Such assets and liabilities are only offset where
the Group has a legal right of set off and relate to the
same tax authority and taxable entities.
VAT
The Association and the majority of its subsidiaries
are included in a Group VAT registration in the name
of Swan Housing Association Limited. The majority of
the Association’s income, being rents, is exempt for
VAT purposes, but other Group members generate
taxable income. This combination gives rise to a partial
exemption calculation. Expenditure for non-taxable
activities is therefore shown inclusive of VAT and the
input VAT recovered is credited against operating costs.
Expenditure on taxable activities is shown exclusive of
VAT. The balance of VAT payable or recoverable at the
year end is included as a current liability or asset.
Reserves
The Group establishes reserves for specific purposes
where their use is subject to external restrictions and
designated reserves where reserves are earmarked for a
particular purpose.
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2.
Turnover,
operating
Report
Strategic
Chair’s
ofIntroduction
Report
the
Board costs and operating surplus by class of business

Group 2017
Turnover
£’000

Operating costs
£‘000

Surplus/ (deficit)
£’000

59,358

(28,435)

30,923

2,408

(2,796)

(388)

Income and expenditure:
From social housing lettings (see note 3)
Other social housing activities:
Supporting people contract income
Management services

-

(7,216)

(7,216)

First tranche shared ownership sales

576

(488)

88

Forest Gate Private Finance Initiative

6,356

(5,283)

1,073

26

-

26

9,366

(15,783)

(6,417)

68,724

(44,218)

24,506

32,893

(27,968)

4,925

101,617

(72,186)

29,431

Turnover

Surplus/ (deficit)

£’000

Operating costs
(restated)
£’000

57,267

(27,507)

29,760

2,406

(2,849)

(443)

-

(8,665)

(8,665)

Other
Total social housing activities
Activities other than social housing
Development activities
Total

Group 2016

£’000

Income and expenditure:
From social housing lettings (see note 3)
Other social housing activities:
Supporting People contract income
Management services
First tranche shared ownership sales

1,039

(455)

584

Forest Gate Private Finance Initiative

6,633

(5,622)

1,011

425

(388)

37

10,503

(17,979)

(7,476)

67,770

(45,486)

22,284

42,153

(31,884)

10,269

109,923

(77,370)

32,553

Other
Total social housing activities
Activities other than social housing
Development activities
Total
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2.
Turnover,
operating
Report
Strategic
Chair’s
ofIntroduction
Report
the
Board costs and operating surplus by class of business

Association 2017
Turnover
£’000

Operating costs
£‘000

Surplus/ (deficit)
£’000

59,358

(28,435)

30,923

Income and expenditure:
From social housing lettings (see note 3)
Other social housing activities:
2,408

(2,796)

(388)

Group management services

Supporting People contract income

500

(7,716)

(7,216)

First tranche shared ownership sales

576

(488)

88

Forest Gate Private Finance Initiative

6,356

(5,283)

1,073

11,371

(523)

10,848

21,211

(16,806)

4,405

80,569

(45,241)

35,328

-

-

-

80,569

(45,241)

35,328

Turnover
£’000

Operating costs
£‘000

Surplus/ (deficit)
£’000

57,267

(27,507)

29,760

2,406

(2,849)

(443)

500

(9,165)

(8,665)

Other
Total social housing activities
Activities other than social housing
Development activities
Total

Association 2016

Income and expenditure:
From social housing lettings
Other social housing activities:
Supporting People contract income
Group management services
First tranche shared ownership sales

1,039

(455)

584

Forest Gate Private Finance Initiative

6,633

(5,622)

1,011

Other

6,712

(388)

6,324

17,290

(18,479)

(1,189)

74,557

(45,986)

28,571

Total social housing activities
Activities other than social housing
Development activities
Total

-

-

-

74,557

(45,986)

28,571

Note: Other income includes £10,456k (2016: £6,287k) of donations received under the gift aid scheme from Group
companies.
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Report
Strategic
3.
Chair’s
Particulars
ofIntroduction
Report
the Board
of income and expenditure from lettings
Group
General
needs
housing

NHS Trust
key
worker

Shared
Ownership

Total
2017

Total
2016

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

44,014

5,910

1,894

51,818

50,329

499

-

-

499

347

5,996

-

256

6,252

5,810

50,509

5,910

2,150

58,569

56,486

789

-

-

789

781

Turnover from social housing
lettings

51,298

5,910

2,150

59,358

57,267

Management

(9,498)

(1,513)

(363)

(11,374)

(11,812)

Services

(2,563)

(294)

(94)

(2,951)

(2,232)

Routine maintenance

(3,747)

(429)

(138)

(4,314)

(3,929)

Planned maintenance

(2,217)

(254)

(82)

(2,553)

(2,504)

59

21

-

80

(175)

(5,345)

(1,721)

(257)

(7,323)

(6,855)

(23,311)

(4,190)

(934)

(28,435)

(27,507)

27,987

1,720

1,216

30,923

29,760

(295)

(831)

-

(1,126)

(1,191)

Rent receivable net of identifiable
service charges
Amortised government grant
Service income
Net rental income
Lease income

Bad debts
Depreciation of housing properties
Operating costs on social housing
lettings
Operating surplus on social
housing lettings
Void losses
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Strategic
3.
Chair’s
Particulars
Introduction
Report
of income and expenditure from lettings
Association
General
needs
housing

NHS Trust
key
worker

Shared
Ownership

Total
2017

Total
2016

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

44,014

5,910

1,894

51,818

50,329

499

-

-

499

347

5,996

-

256

6,252

5,810

50,509

5,910

2,150

58,569

56,486

789

-

-

789

781

Turnover from social housing
lettings

51,298

5,910

2,150

59,358

57,267

Management

(9,498)

(1,513)

(363)

(11,374)

(11,812)

Services

(2,563)

(294)

(94)

(2,951)

(2,232)

Routine maintenance

(3,747)

(429)

(138)

(4,314)

(3,929)

Planned maintenance

(2,217)

(254)

(82)

(2,553)

(2,504)

59

21

-

80

(175)

(5,345)

(1,721)

(257)

(7,323)

(6,855)

(23,311)

(4,190)

(934)

(28,435)

(27,507)

27,987

1,720

1,216

30,923

29,760

(295)

(831)

-

(1,126)

(1,191)

Rent receivable net of identifiable
service charges
Amortised government grant
Service income
Net rental income
Lease income

Bad debts
Depreciation of housing properties
Operating costs on social housing
lettings
Operating surplus on social
housing lettings
Void losses

4. Key management personnel
The aggregate amount of Executive Director remuneration, who are considered to be the Group’s key management
personnel, for the year was £1,037k excluding pension contributions and taxable benefits (2016: £1,130k). Directors’
pension contributions for the year were £70k (2016: £76k). Directors’ social security costs for the year were £133k
(2016: £141k). Directors’ benefits in kind for the year £7k (2016: £7k).
Remuneration of the highest paid senior executive (Chief Executive) was £210k. In addition a payment in lieu of
pension contributions of £38k was paid in the year. Social security costs were £33k.
Parent Board and Committee Members received remuneration of £136k (2016: £140k). Social security costs were
£4k (2016: £4k). Total expenses reimbursed to Board and Committee Members were £5k (2016: £4k).
During the year £29k (2016: £31k) was paid in compensation for loss of office to key management personnel.
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Strategic
5.
Chair’s
Staff numbers
Introduction
Report and costs

The average numbers of persons employed by the Group expressed both in full time equivalents and numbers of staff
members (including senior executives but excluding Board members), analysed by category were as follows:
GROUP

Administration staff
Maintenance
Caretakers, cleaners and wardens

GROUP

2017
FTEs

2017
No.

2016
FTEs

2016
No.

255

283

259

277

3

4

6

6

77

105

73

93

335

392

338

376

The aggregate payroll cost of these persons was as follows:
GROUP
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Wages and salaries

13,753

12,538

Social security costs

1,374

1,300

Other pension costs

346

1,627

15,473

15,465

The pension cost includes £nil (2016: £1.1m) increase in the provision for past deficit contributions. In addition, during
the year a total of £82k (2016: £135k) was paid in relation to severance and redundancy costs, which are included in
wages and salaries above.
The full time equivalents number including Executive Directors who receive remuneration:
2017
FTE

2016
FTE

£60,001 to £70,000

4

4

£70,001 to £80,000

10

8

£80,001 to £90,000

9

5

£90,001 to £100,000

5

1

£100,001 to £110,000

1

3

£110,001 to £120,000

-

1

£120,001 to £130,000

3

2

£130,001 to £140,000

2

1

£140,001 to £150,000

2

-

£150,001 to £160,000

-

1

£160,001 to £170,000

-

1

£170,001 to £180,000

1

-

£180,001 to £190,000

-

1

£190,001 to £200,000

1

-

£200,001 to £210,000

1

-

£220,001 to £230,000

-

1

£230,001 to £240,000

1

-

£250,001 to £260,000

1

1
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Strategic
6.
Chair’s
DeficitIntroduction
on
Report
sale of housing assets

GROUP

Disposal proceeds
Carrying value of housing assets
sold

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

7,317

5,611

24,317

8,676

(7,919)

(5,934)

(24,919)

(8,999)

(602)

(323)

(602)

(323)

The carrying value of housing assets sold includes recycled capital grant as detailed in note 18. The carrying value of
housing assets sold in the year includes £2.3m (2016: £nil) in relation to properties that have been demolished as part
of a wider regeneration scheme in the London Borough of Havering.

7. Interest receivable
GROUP

Bank interest receivable
Interest on inter-group lending

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

154

125

119

90

-

-

1,371

945

154

125

1,490

1,035

8. Interest payable and similar charges
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

10,152

10,612

10,152

11,551

11

-

-

-

7,054

5,526

-

-

-

-

7,054

5,526

Other bank charges

515

264

515

264

Finance lease charges

262

254

262

254

17,994

16,656

17,983

17,595

(1,756)

(970)

(385)

(970)

16,238

15,686

17,598

16,625

Bank loans
Housing Zone loans
Bond
Interest on inter-group lending

Less: interest capitalised
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Strategic
9.
Chair’s
Surplus
Introduction
Report
on ordinary activities before taxation
Group
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

The surplus on ordinary activities before taxation for the year is stated
after charging/(crediting):
Auditor’s remuneration:
•

Fees payable to the Association’s auditor for the financial statement
audit

57

54

•

Fees payable to the Association’s auditor for the audit of the financial
statements of its subsidiaries

26

29

•

Other assurance services

32

28

•

Other services

-

16

7,049

6,619

Depreciation on component replacement

274

239

Depreciation on other tangible fixed assets

197

530

(1,073)

(1,011)

147

144

Depreciation on housing properties

Operating surplus Forest Gate PFI
Operating lease charges

-

-

Impairment of goodwill

Group service fees from other Group undertakings (note 25)

68

-

Amortisation of goodwill

69

66

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Association

The surplus on ordinary activities before taxation for the year is stated
after charging/(crediting):
Auditor’s remuneration:
•

Fees payable to the Association’s auditor for the financial statement
audit

57

54

•

Fees payable to the Association’s auditor for the audit of the financial
statements of its subsidiaries

26

29

•

Other assurance services

32

28

•

Other services

-

16

7,049

6,657

Depreciation on component replacement

274

239

Depreciation on other tangible fixed assets

197

524

(1,073)

(1,011)

Depreciation on housing properties

Operating surplus Forest Gate PFI
Operating lease charges

147

144

(500)

(500)

Impairment of goodwill

-

-

Amortisation of goodwill

-

-

Group service fees from other Group undertakings (note 25)
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Strategic
10.
Chair’s
Tax charge
Introduction
Report
on surplus on ordinary activities
Group
2017

2016
(Restated)

£’000

£’000

1,026

2,091

107

-

1,133

2,091

Surplus on ordinary activities before tax

8,171

10,793

Surplus on ordinary activities multiplied by standard rate of corporation tax in
the UK of 20% (2016: 20%)

1,634

2,159

-

(2)

(608)

(66)

107

-

1,133

2,091

2017

2016
(Restated)

£’000

£’000

Current year movements

-

-

Adjustment in respect of prior years

-

-

Tax charge on surplus on ordinary activities

-

-

14,044

6,782

2,809

1,356

-

-

(2,809)

(1,356)

Adjustment in respect of prior periods

-

-

Total tax charge for year

-

-

Current tax:
Current year movements
Adjustment in respect of prior years
Tax charge on surplus on ordinary activities
Tax reconciliation to total tax charge

Unrecognised losses utilised
Charitable tax exemption
Adjustment in respect of prior periods
Total tax charge for year

Association

Current tax:

Tax reconciliation to tax charge
Surplus on ordinary activities before tax
Surplus on ordinary activities multiplied by standard rate of corporation tax in
the UK of 20% (2016: 20%)
Unrecognised losses utilised
Charitable tax exemption

Deferred tax assets of £70k (2016: £75k) relating to tax losses of £414k (2016: £414k) have not been recognised
since, although the Board expect the subsidiary businesses to generate future taxable profits capable of offset by the
losses, they do not consider that the standards required for recognition have yet been met.
GROUP
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,091

1,324

Tax credits in Statement of Changes in Reserves
Tax previously provided on profits, released following payment of gift aid
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Strategic
10.
Chair’s
Tax charge
Introduction
Report
on surplus on ordinary activities
Factors impacting future taxes
The UK Government has announced that the rate of UK Corporation tax will reduce to 19% with effect from 1 April
2017 and to 17% with effect from 1 April 2020.
The Group has wholly owned subsidiaries that were formed in the expectation that their profits would be donated to
the Association under the gift aid scheme. Such donations, if made within nine months of the end of an accounting
period, may be used to reduce the corporation tax payable in respect of the profits of that period. No provision for
such a donation out of the 2017 profits has been included in these accounts since no obligation to make that payment
exists, but the Directors expect that such a donation will be made within nine months of 31 March 2017 and the
corporation tax provided above will be correspondingly reduced.

11. Intangible fixed assets
Goodwill
£’000
Cost
At 1 April 2016 and at 31 March 2017

1,056

Amortisation
At 1 April 2016

(231)

Charge for year

(69)

Impairment in the year

(68)

At 31 March 2017

(368)

Net Book Value
At 31 March 2017

688

At 31 March 2016

825

The remaining goodwill arising from the acquisition of trade and assets of a consultancy business in 2011 was fully
impaired during the year. This followed an annual review which concluded that future consultancy services on which
the goodwill arose had significantly reduced during the year.
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12.
Chair’s
Tangible
Introduction
Report
fixed assets – housing properties

Housing properties

Group
General/
special
needs

Completed
shared
ownership
housing
properties

Completed
NHS key
worker

Properties
Under
held under construction
finance
leases

Total

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Cost
At 1 April 2016
Additions
Disposals
Transfers to other tangible fixed
assets
Completions
Transfer from work in progress
Transfers to work in progress
Cost at 31 March 2017

588,218
4,351
(3,211)
-

52,729
(2,486)
-

64,079
23
-

2,786
14
-

23,372
11,875
(665)
(1,600)

731,184
16,263
(6,362)
(1,600)

(281)
589,077

1,364
51,607

64,102

2,800

(1,083)
2,463
(17,011)
17,351

2,463
(17,011)
724,937

Depreciation
At 1 April 2016
Disposals
Charge for year
At 31 March 2017

(9,340)
51
(5,316)
(14,605)

(516)
27
(257)
(746)

(15,166)
(1,721)
(16,887)

(2,424)
(29)
(2,453)

-

(27,446)
78
(7,323)
(34,691)

Net book value
At 31 March 2017

574,472

50,861

47,215

347

17,351

690,246

At 31 March 2016

578,878

52,213

48,913

362

23,372

703,738

758,143
(52,635)
(235,451)
(30,829)
135,244
574,472

41,290
(3,587)
(13,754)
(7,912)
34,824
50,861

64,102
(16,887)
47,215

2,800
(2,453)
347

17,351
17,351

883,686
(75,562)
(249,505)
(38,741)
170,068
690,246

Cost at 31 March 2017 is
represented by:
Gross cost
Less: Depreciation
Less: Social housing grant
Less: Other public sector grant
Revaluation reserve
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12.
Chair’s
Tangible
Introduction
Report
fixed assets - housing properties

Housing properties (continued)

Association
General/
special
needs

Completed
shared
ownership
housing
properties

Completed
NHS key
worker

Properties
Under
held under construction
finance
leases

Total

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Cost
At 1 April 2016
Additions
Disposals
Transfers to other tangible fixed
assets
Completions
Transfer from work in progress
Transfers to work in progress
Cost at 31 March 2017

588,218
4,351
(3,211)
-

52,729
(2,486)
-

64,079
23
-

2,786
14
-

28,769
11,471
(665)
(1,600)

736,581
15,859
(6,362)
(1,600)

(281)
589,077

1,364
51,607

64,102

2,800

(1,083)
2,463
(17,011)
22,344

2,463
(17,011)
729,930

Depreciation
At 1 April 2016
Disposals
Charge for year
At 31 March 2017

(9,340)
51
(5,316)
(14,605)

(516)
27
(257)
(746)

(15,166)
(1,721)
(16,887)

(2,424)
(29)
(2,453)

-

(27,446)
78
(7,323)
(34,691)

Net book value
At 31 March 2017

574,472

50,861

47,215

347

22,344

695,239

At 31 March 2016

578,878

52,213

48,913

362

28,769

709,135

758,143
(52,635)
(235,451)
(30,829)
135,244
574,472

41,290
(3,587)
(13,754)
(7,912)
34,824
50,861

64,102
(16,887)
47,215

2,800
(2,453)
347

22,344
22,344

888,679
(75,562)
(249,505)
(38,741)
170,068
695,239

Cost at 31 March 2017 is
represented by:
Gross cost
Less: Depreciation
Less: Social housing grant
Less: Other public sector grant
Revaluation reserve
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Strategic
12.
Chair’s
Tangible
Introduction
Report
fixed assets – housing properties

Housing properties (continued)
Included within additions are development administration costs of the Group: £385k, Association: £385k (2016:
Group: £570k, Association: £570k) and interest capitalised of the Group: £122k, Association: £122k (2016: Group:
£970k, Association: £970k). The interest capitalisation was calculated using the Group’s average cost of floating rate
borrowing each month. The average rate during the year was 4.08% (2016: 3.77%).
The maintenance and repair expenditure on housing properties for the Group: £9.4m, Association £9.4m (2016:
Group: £9.4m, Association: £9.4m). £4.4m of this expenditure is capitalised (2016: £4.1m) for both Group and
Association.
The £2.4m transfer from work in progress includes movements to reflect changes in the tenure mix on development
schemes under construction as well as additions and completions during the year.
The £17.0m transfer to work in progress relates to land for properties built for private sales.
The £1.6m transfer to other tangible fixed assets relates to office space that was developed as part of a wider
regeneration scheme and will be retained for use within the Group.

All completed housing stock of the Group was restated at deemed cost on transition for FRS102 based on a formal
valuation undertaken by Savills, Chartered Surveyors. The deemed cost was based on the Existing Use Value for
Social Housing (EUV-SH) for accounts purposes as at 31 March 2014.
Completed NHS Keyworker properties are carried at cost less depreciation.
During the current year the Group and Association have not made any impairment adjustments (2016: £nil).
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13.
Chair’s
OtherIntroduction
tangible fixed assets

Other tangible fixed assets

Group
Freehold offices

Computer
equipment

Office equipment
and fittings

Total

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

1,938

3,935

2,055

7,928

-

144

334

481

Transfer from housing
properties

1,600

-

-

1,600

At 31 March 2017

3,538

4,082

2,389

10,009

At 1 April 2016

(105)

(3,851)

(1,572)

(5,528)

Charge for year

(39)

(40)

(118)

(197)

(144)

(3,891)

(1,690)

(5,725)

At 31 March 2017

3,394

191

699

4,284

At 31 March 2016

1,833

84

483

2,400

Freehold offices

Computer
equipment

Office equipment
and fittings

Total

£’000

£’000

£’000

1,938

3,879

2,055

7,872

-

144

334

478

Transfer from housing
properties

1,600

-

-

1,600

At 31 March 2017

3,538

4,023

2,389

9,950

At 1 April 2016

(105)

(3,803)

(1,572)

(5,480)

Charge for year

(39)

(34)

(118)

(191)

(144)

(3,837)

(1,690)

(5,671)

At 31 March 2017

3,394

186

699

4,279

At 31 March 2016

1,834

75

483

2,392

Cost
At 1 April 2016
Additions

Depreciation

At 31 March 2017
Net book value

Association

£’000

Cost
At 1 April 2016
Additions

Depreciation

At 31 March 2017
Net Book Value
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14.
Chair’s
Investments
Introduction

Association
Loans to Group
companies
£’000

Shares in Group
companies
£’000

£’000

At 1 April 2016

8,750

12

8,762

Advances to Group companies

7,849

-

7,849

16,599

12

16,611

At 31 March 2017

Total

During the year ended 31 March 2017 advances of £7,849k have been made to Group companies.
The principal wholly owned subsidiaries are:
Company

Activity

Country of incorporation

Swan New Homes Limited

Build of new homes

England and Wales

Swan Commercial Services Limited

Design and build contractor

England and Wales

Hera Management Services Limited*

Property management

England and Wales

Vivo Support Limited*

Care and support services

England and Wales

Swan Housing Capital plc

Treasury

England and Wales

*Owned indirectly – 100% owned by Swan New Homes Limited

15. Properties held for sale and work in progress

GROUP
2017
£’000

ASSOCIATION
2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Shared ownership properties
Completed properties
Work in progress

-

-

-

-

13,245

16,196

13,245

16,196

13,245

16,196

13,245

16,196

422

187

-

-

Properties developed for
outright sale
Completed properties
Work in progress

47,181

25,056

-

-

60,848

41,439

13,245

16,196

During the year the Group and Association expensed costs related to properties held for sale and work in progress
amounting to £29,032k (2016: £30,764k) and £488k (2016: £451k) respectively.
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16.
Chair’s
Debtors
Introduction

a) Due within one year
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Gross arrears of rent and service
charges

1,303

1,341

1,303

1,341

Less: provision for bad and
doubtful debts

(552)

(555)

(552)

(555)

751

786

751

786

-

-

867

2,112

3,267

1,972

1,260

1,291

823

917

440

560

4,841

3,675

3,318

4,749

30,834

33,566

30,834

33,566

783

812

-

-

31,617

34,378

30,834

33,566

Net arrears of rent and service
charges
Amounts owed by Group
undertakings
Other debtors
Prepayments and accrued
income
b) Due after one year
Other prepayments and accrued
income - PFI
Equity retained in
properties sold

17. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
GROUP
2017

ASSOCIATION

£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Bank loan

1,193

-

1,193

-

PFI loan

2,242

2,185

2,242

2,185

Trade creditors

4,459

4,882

1,488

2,796

Amounts owed to Group
undertakings

-

-

1,108

1,541

Corporation tax payable

1,133

2,091

-

-

Other taxation and social security

1,079

469

992

411

Other creditors

5,508

3,808

2,090

2,108

Deferred grant income

515

499

515

499

Pension deficit liability (see note
26)

821

788

821

788

2,259

2,192

1,717

1,804

Interest payable
Accruals and deferred income
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18.
Chair’s
Creditors:
Introduction
amounts falling due after more than one year

GROUP
2017

ASSOCIATION

£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

£’000

2016
(Restated)
£’000

Bank loans (see analysis below)

304,419

373,280

304,419

373,280

Bond (see analysis below)

209,827

146,591

-

-

16,187

-

-

-

-

-

209,827

146,591

530,433

519,871

514,246

591,871

3,023

3,023

3,023

3,023

22

25

-

-

Recycled capital grant fund

3,949

2,765

3,949

2,765

Disposals proceeds fund

1,396

1,393

1,396

1,393

37,067

36,813

37,067

36,813

4,112

4,749

4,112

4,749

580,002

568,639

563,793

568,614

Housing loans

150,607

221,800

150,607

221,800

Financial instruments at fair value

126,217

121,643

126,217

121,643

Bond

210,000

150,000

-

-

(1,915)

(1,871)

-

-

1,742

(1,538)

-

-

-

-

209,827

146,591

PFI Loan

27,595

29,837

27,595

29,837

Housing Zone loans

16,187

-

-

-

530,433

519,871

514,246

519,871

1,193

-

1,193

-

520

1,193

520

1,193

Housing Zone loans (see analysis below)
Amounts owed to Group undertakings
Finance leases
Deferred consideration

Deferred grant income
Pension deficit liability (see note 26)

2017

Loans and Bond, due after one year:

Less: issue costs
Less: bond discount and premium
Amounts owed to Group undertakings

Loans and Bond maturity
(excluding PFI and Housing Zone)
Falling due less than one year
Falling due within one to two years
Falling due two to five years
Falling due for repayment after five years
Fair value adjustments for non basic
financial instruments

2,599

2,079

2,599

2,079

419,988

431,028

419,988

431,028

424,300

434,300

424,300

434,300

63,717

59,143

63,717

59,143

488,017

493,443

488,017

493,443

The original £150m bond was issued at discount of £1.6m in 2015. The £60m retained bond issued in this financial
year generated a £3.3m premium on issue. The discount and the premium are being amortised over the remaining life
of the bond using the effective average interest rate method.
The bank loans above are drawn from bi-lateral loan facilities of £339.3m. Bank loans are secured by charges on
specific properties and floating charges over the Group’s assets and are repayable at variable and fixed rates of
interest between 1.54% and 6.10%. On 5 March 2015 the Group issued a £250m bond with £100m retained and on 8
July 2016 £60m of the retained bonds were issued. The bond has coupon rate of 3.625%, matures in 2048 and has a
remaining life of 31 years. Security for the bond has been provided in the form of housing assets.
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18.
Chair’s
Creditors:
Introduction
amounts falling due after more than one year

PFI loan maturity

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Falling due less than one year

2,242

2,185

2,242

2,185

Falling due within one to two years

1,249

2,242

1,249

2,242

Falling due two to five years

6,753

5,194

6,753

5,194

19,593

22,401

19,593

22,401

29,837

32,022

29,837

32,022

Falling due for repayment after five
years

The PFI loan is provided by Royal Bank of Scotland plc and repayable in full by 2028. Interest is paid at 6.21% per
annum for the remainder of the facility.
Housing Zone loans

Falling due less than one year
Falling due within one to two years
Falling due two to five years
Falling due for repayment after five
years

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

-

-

-

-

7,810

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,377

-

-

-

16,187

-

-

-

The Group has two Housing Zone loans provided by the Greater London Authority. The first, with a facility limit of
£29.1m, relates to the Group’s development at Cambridge Road, under which £7.8m was drawn in the year. This
facility carries interest at 3.29% per annum and is repayable on the earlier of receipts as they arise from the sale of
development properties at Cambridge Road or 31 December 2019.
The second facility, with a limit of £50m, relates to the Group’s development at Blackwall Reach, under which £8.4m
was drawn in the year. This facility carries interest at 4.0% per annum and is repayable on the earlier of receipts as
they arise from the sale of development properties at Blackwall Reach or 31 December 2026. The two facilities are
each secured by way of a fixed charge over the interest in the land at the related development site and by way of a
floating charge over the assets of Swan New Homes Limited, a group undertaking.
Finance leases

Finance leases

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

3,023

3,023

3,023

3,023

Finance leases represent the capital funding advanced under finance lease arrangements for a total of 35 properties.
These entail the funder (Bradford and Bingley plc) purchasing the freehold of properties on the open market and
leasing them to Swan Housing Association Limited for 25 years from 2001. At the end of the lease term Bradford and
Bingley plc has a put option to sell the properties and Swan Housing Association Limited has a call option to purchase
the properties, both at historic cost and at which point the liability will be settled.
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18.
Chair’s
Creditors:
Introduction
amounts falling due after more than one year

Analysis of Recycled Capital Grant Fund
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Balance at 1 April

2,765

2,639

2,765

2,639

Additions to the fund

1,197

1,639

1,197

1,639

(13)

(1,513)

(13)

(1,513)

3,949

2,765

3,949

2,765

Utilised during the year
Balance at 31 March
Analysis of Disposals Proceeds Fund

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

1,393

1,665

1,393

1,665

438

1,477

438

1,477

Utilised during the year

(435)

(1,749)

(435)

(1,749)

Balance at 31 March

1,396

1,393

1,396

1,393

Balance at 1 April
Additions to the fund

Analysis of Deferred Grant
GROUP

Balance at 1 April
Grant received during the year
Release to income during the year
Balance at 31 March
Amounts to be released within one
year
Amounts to be released in more than
one year

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

37,312

33,975

37,312

33,975

769

3,684

769

3,684

(499)

(347)

(499)

(347)

37,582

37,312

37,582

37,312

515

499

515

499

37,067

36,813

37,067

36,813

37,582

37,312

37,582

37,312

19. Share capital - Group and Association
2017
£

2016
£

Outstanding at 1 April

7

7

Allocated during the year

-

2

Cancelled during the year

-

(2)

Shares of £1 each allotted, issued and fully paid at 31 March

7

7

The shares have limited rights. They carry no entitlement to a dividend, are not repayable and do not carry rights to
participate in a winding up. They carry an entitlement to vote at the annual and special meetings of the Association.
When shares are cancelled, the amount paid up becomes the property of the Association.
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20.
Chair’s
Commitments
Introduction

i) Capital Commitments at the end of the financial year for which no provision has been made:
GROUP

Contracted but not provided

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

181,971

190,084

64,293

60,068

The Board considers that all expenditure will be financed through a combination of grants of £6.0m (2016: £4.7m),
sales income of £145.8m (2016: £102.8m) and loan funding of £30.1m (2016: £82.6m).
ii) Future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases for equipment, motor vehicles
and commercial office space are as follows:
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

3,668

1,631

1,044

1,631

932

-

932

-

4,600

1,631

1,976

1,631

Operating leases which expire:
One to five years
Greater than five years

21. Contingent liabilities
Performance bonds
Swan Housing Association Limited has issued performance bonds in respect of highway and other works which
are part of development schemes in Basildon and Havering for £797,000 and £499,000 respectively which may be
retained by the local authorities in the event of works required under the construction programme not being completed.
At present the Association is expecting to complete these works satisfactorily. The bonds expire at various dates, the
latest of which is November 2018.
Social Housing and other capital development grants may be repayable under certain circumstances, primarily
following the sale of a property.
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22.
Chair’s
Analyis
Introduction
of completed property units
At 31 March 2017 the Group’s housing stock comprised:
Group and Association
Owned
number of units

Managed
number of units

2017

2016

2017

2016

6,544

6,611

-

Affordable

257

231

Shared ownership

598

614

Sheltered (elderly)

79

79

Other supported housing

415

415

NHS key worker
accommodation

930

930

-

-

-

1,308

1,323

8,823

8,880

1,308

1,323

Garages

242

254

183

197

Sold to leaseholder with
retained freehold

737

742

-

-

9,802

9,876

1,491

1,520

Social housing:
General needs

London Borough of
Newham
Total social housing

-

Non-social housing:

Total housing stock

The total units owned and managed by the Group as at 31 March 2017 equates to 11,293 (2016: 11,396).

23. Legislative provisions
The Association is registered under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Society Act 2014 with the reference
28496R and with the Homes and Communities Agency under reference L4145 under the Housing and Regeneration
Act 2008 as a Registered Provider.

24. Related party disclosures
The Association has provided car purchase loans to one staff member.
The Association had the following activity with non-regulated entities in the Group. Swan New Homes Limited £6,716k
(2016: £3,907k) land, property sales and fees, Swan Commercial Services Limited £355k (2016: £7,039k) construction
activities and management fees which are recharged on an arms length basis, Hera Management Services Limited
£92k (2016: £101k) property management services and Vivo Support Limited £648k (2016: £700k) care services both
are recharged on an arms length basis.
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25.
Chair’s
Subsidiaries
Introduction
Swan Housing Association Limited provides staff and other services to its subsidiaries under the terms of procedure
agreements. Details of the amount charged to the subsidiaries within the Group are as follows:
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Swan Commercial Services Limited

150

150

Swan New Homes Limited

350

350

500

500

Amount charged:

26. Pensions
SCHEME: TPT Retirement Solutions – Social Housing Pension Scheme
The Association participates in the scheme, a multi-employer scheme which provides benefits to some 500 nonassociated employers. The scheme is a defined benefit scheme in the UK. It is not possible for the Association to
obtain sufficient information to enable it to account for the scheme as a defined benefit scheme. Therefore it accounts
for the scheme as a defined contribution scheme.
The scheme is subject to the funding legislation outlined in the Pensions Act 2004 which came into force on 30
December 2005. This, together with documents issued by the Pensions Regulator and Technical Actuarial Standards
issued by the Financial Reporting Council, set out the framework for funding defined benefit occupational pension
schemes in the UK.
The scheme is classified as a ‘last-man standing arrangement’. Therefore the Association is potentially liable for other
participating employers’ obligations if those employers are unable to meet their share of the scheme deficit following
withdrawal from the scheme. Participating employers are legally required to meet their share of the scheme deficit on
an annuity purchase basis on withdrawal from the scheme.
A full actuarial valuation for the scheme was carried out with an effective date of 30 September 2014. This actuarial
valuation was certified on 23 November 2015 and showed assets of £3,123m, liabilities of £4,446m and a deficit of
£1,323m. To eliminate this funding shortfall, the trustees and the participating employers have agreed that additional
contributions will be paid, in combination from all employers, to the scheme as follows:
Deficit contributions
Tier 1 From 1 April 2016 to 30 September 2020

£40.6m per annum (payable monthly and increasing by 4.7%
each year on 1st April)

Tier 2 From 1 April 2016 to 30 September 2023

£28.6m per annum (payable monthly and increasing by 4.7%
each year on 1st April)

Tier 3 From 1 April 2016 to 30 September 2026

£32.7m per annum (payable monthly and increasing by 3.0%
each year on 1st April)

Tier 4 From 1 April 2016 to 30 September 2026: £31.7m per annum (payable monthly and increasing by 3.0%
each year on 1st April)
Note that the scheme’s previous valuation was carried out with an effective date of 30 September 2011; this valuation
was certified on 17 December 2012 and showed assets of £2,062m, liabilities of £3,097m and a deficit of £1,035m. To
eliminate this funding shortfall, payments consisted of the Tier 1, 2 & 3 deficit contributions.
Where the scheme is in deficit and where the Association has agreed to a deficit funding arrangement, the
Association recognises a liability for this obligation. The amount recognised is the net present value of the deficit
reduction contributions payable under the agreement that relates to the deficit. The present value is calculated using
the discount rate detailed in these disclosures. The unwinding of the discount rate is recognised as a finance cost.
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26.
Chair’s
Pensions
Introduction
Following revised guidance issued during the current financial year the present value of the deficit funding
arrangement for the prior year has been restated within creditors. It was previously reported as a provision. See note
28 for further details.
Present values of liability

Present value of liability

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2015
£’000

4,933

5,536

4,897

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

5,536

4,895

185

166

(788)

(648)

-

1,123

4,933

5,536

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

185

166

-

1,123

346

504

2017
%

2016
%

2015
%

3.63

3.63

3.63

Reconciliation of opening and closing liabilities

Liability at start of period
Unwinding of the discount factor (interest expense)
Deficit contribution paid
Remeasurements - amendments to the contribution schedule
Liability at end of period

Statement of comprehensive income impact

Interest expense
Remeasurements – amendments to the contribution schedule
Costs recognised in Statement of Comprehensive Income

Assumptions

Rate of discount

The discount rates shown above are the equivalent single discount rates which, when used to discount the future
recovery plan contributions due, would give the same results as using a full AA corporate bond yield curve to discount
the same recovery plan contributions.
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Chair’s
Pensions
Introduction
The following schedule details the deficit contributions agreed between the Association and the scheme at each year
end period:
Year ending

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2015
£’000

Year 1

821

788

648

Year 2

856

821

676

Year 3

892

856

706

Year 4

730

892

737

Year 5

555

730

770

Year 6

577

555

604

Year 7

438

577

426

Year 8

288

438

443

Year 9

297

288

300

Year 10

153

297

147

Year 11

-

153

151

Year 12

-

-

78

The Association must recognise a liability measured as the present value of the contributions payable that arise from
the deficit recovery agreement and the resulting expense in the income and expenditure account i.e. the unwinding of
the discount rate as a finance cost in the period in which it arises.
It is these contributions that have been used to derive the Association’s liability in the Statement of Financial Position.

27. Financial assets and liabilities
Our treasury strategy is explained in the Strategic Report.
Financial assets
Other than short term debtors, financial assets held are investments in other entities and cash deposits placed on call.
They are sterling denominated and the interest rate profile at 31 March was:
GROUP

Floating rate

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

34,437

14,853

50,603

23,076

The assets attract interest rates that vary with bank rates.
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Financial liabilities excluding trade creditors – interest rate risk profile
The Group’s financial liabilities are sterling denominated. After taking into account various interest rate swaps, the
interest rate profile of the Group’s financial liabilities at 31 March was:
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

51,800

121,800

51,800

121,800

Fixed

418,524

344,522

402,337

344,522

Total

470,324

466,322

454,137

466,322

Floating rate

The floating rate financial liabilities comprise bank loans that bear interest at rates based on the three month LIBOR.
The fixed rate financial liabilities have a weighted average interest rate of 4.55% (2016: 4.73%) and the weighted
average period for which it is fixed is 21 years (2016: 20 years).
The debt maturity profile is shown in note 18.
Borrowing Facilities
The Group has undrawn committed borrowing facilities. The facilities available at 31 March in respect of which all
conditions precedent had been met were as follows:
GROUP

ASSOCIATION

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Expiring in less than 2 years

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

Expiring in more than 2 years

97,937

35,000

35,000

35,000

In addition to the above, the Group has £40m of retained bonds which are available for issue subject to the
appropriate security being available. The retained bonds expire in 2020.
Fair values of financial assets and liabilities
GROUP
Book value

ASSOCIATION
Fair value

Book value

Fair value

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

37,437

14,853

37,437

14,853

34,003

14,853

34,003

14,853

2,242

2,185

2,328

2,263

2,242

2,185

2,328

2,263

Long term borrowings at fair
value through statement of
comprehensive income

126,217

121,643

126,217

121,643

126,217

121,643

126,217

121,643

Long term borrowings at
amortised cost

405,582

401,637

493,361

451,342

389,395

401,637

477,174

451,342

Primary financial
instruments held or issued
to finance the Group’s
operations
Current asset trade
investments
Current portion of long term
borrowings at amortised cost

The fair value of long term borrowings includes the mark to market position of the embedded interest rate swaps.
There is no requirement to post collateral against the out of the money mark to market positions.
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Restated Income and Expenditure (I&E) Reserve - 1 April 2015

Original I&E reserve as at 1 April 2015
Reverse 2015 Gift Aid Income accrued

a

Tax accrued on 2015 profits

b

Restated I&E Reserve as at 1 April 2015

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

15,430

20,681

-

(6,288)

(1,325)

-

14,105

14,393

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

29,649

35,056

Restated Income and Expenditure (I&E) Reserve - 31 March 2016

Original I&E reserve as at 31 March 2016
Reverse 2016 Gift Aid Income accrued

c

-

(10,816)

Tax accrued on 2016 profits

d

(2,091)

-

Capitalisation of interest on work in progress

e

(362)

-

27,196

24,240

GROUP

ASSOCIATION

11,154

11,310

Restated I&E Reserve as at 31 March 2016

Restated surplus on ordinary activities after tax - 31 March 2016

Original surplus on ordinary activities after tax
Movement in interest charged to properties held for
sale

f

(1,307)

-

Movement in interest payable

g

946

-

Movement in gift aid income accrued

h

-

(4,528)

i

(2,091)

-

8,702

6,782

Movement in tax
Restated surplus on ordinary activities after tax

Donations made under the gift aid scheme by a company to its parent charity
Following the guidance issued by the ICAEW which confirmed that gift aid payments are legal distributions, the prior
year has been restated to recognise, in the Association's financial statements, the receipt of donations under the gift
aid scheme from its subsidiaries in the year of receipt as opposed to in the period of the generation of profits out of
which the gift aid is to be paid as it is not deemed to be a legal binding obligation as the payment is discretionary.
Donations received are eliminated on consolidation in the Group. Where required the Group’s subsidiary
undertakings have accrued tax at 20% on profits that are no longer relieved by accruing for gift aid donations. The tax
accrued is extinguished through the statement of changes in equity in the subsequent financial year, so long as the
donations are paid within 9 months of the previous year end.
The restated reserves as at 1 April 2015 include a £6,288k adjustment in the Association for donations under the gift
aid scheme accrued in the year ended 31 March 2015 (ref a). The restated Group reserves as at 1 April 2015 include
a £1,325k adjustment for tax accrued in subsidiary undertakings on profits no longer relieved by accruing for gift aid
donations in the year ended 31 March 2015 (ref b).
The restated reserves as at 31 March 2016 include a £10,816k adjustment in the Association for donations under the
gift aid scheme accrued in the year ended 31 March 2016 (ref c). The restated Group reserves as at 31 March 2016
include a £2,091k adjustment for tax accrued in subsidiary undertakings on profits no longer relieved by accruing for
gift aid donations in the year ended 31 March 2016 (ref d).
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The restated surplus on ordinary activities after tax for the year ended 31 March 2016 in the Association includes
a £4,528k adjustment for donations received under the gift aid scheme (ref h). This is the difference between the
amount previously accrued and the amount received during the year ended 31 March 2016.
The restated surplus on ordinary activities after tax for the year ended 31 March 2016 in the Group includes a £2,091k
adjustment for tax at 20% on the subsidiary undertaking profits that are no longer relieved by gift aid (ref i).
Capitalised interest
This adjustment relates to the consistency of the capitalisation of interest on work in progress and housing properties.
Previously the Group capitalised interest on housing properties to be held as tangible fixed assets but not on
properties being developed for immediate sale. The prior year has been restated to include the capitalisation of
interest on work in progress for properties being developed for immediate sale.
The restated reserves as at 31 March 2016 includes a £362k adjustment in the Group for the capitalisation of interest
on work in progress (ref e).
The restated surplus on ordinary activities after tax for the year ended 31 March 2016 in the Group includes a £1,307k
adjustment for interest charged to operating costs (ref f) and a £946k adjustment for interest payable (ref g). The tax
impact of these adjustments are included within the gift aid adjustments set out above.
SHPS past deficit contributions
On transition to FRS102 this obligation was classified as a provision instead of within creditors. Following an industry
wide review for consistency it is considered that the liability should be presented within creditors due to the certainty
over the timing of future payments. The prior year has therefore been restated with the liability being reported as
£788k in amounts falling due within one year and £4,749k in amounts falling due after one year. There is no impact on
reserves or net assets.

29. Post Balance Sheet Event
Following the Grenfell Fire, and in addition to the various fire safety measures in place, the Group undertook a review
of the fire safety measures on all properties over 5 storeys. Various measures have been put in place to reassure
residents and all of the safety advice issued by the Department for Communities and Local Government has been
followed. New information and advice will be considered as it comes to light and action will be taken as required,
however at the date of approval of these financial statements it is too early to assess the level of financial impact on
the Group.
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